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ABSTRACT
Sequencing technologies become cheaper and produce vast amounts of data in many
biomedical domains, including in the field of microbial ecology. However, the software
and analytical tools available to microbial ecologists are struggling to meet the need
demanded by these complex datasets. Scientists use visualization to both support data
analysis and to communicate results to scientific and public audiences.
Biological data analysis software is often written by scientists who have limited back-
ground and experience in software engineering and design of interactive tools, which
often results in unstable and ineffective products. To address this problem in the do-
main of microbial ecology we have developed TopiaryExplorer and EMPeror through a
user-centered design process and utilized proper software development practices. Both
tools provide an intuitive user interface and use informed visual data representations.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of these tools through case studies of real analysis
workflows. The tools have proven useful for scientific data analysis and communication.
To communicate results scientists often rely on complex graphics for static publica-
tion, rather than dynamic data exploration tools. It is unclear how effective these types
of visualizations are for communicating microbial ecology data to different audiences.
To examine this question we designed an experiment for determining efficacy of different
visualizations. We surveyed three different microbial ecology data types: abundance,
phylogeny and multidimensional. The results from the experiment show that visualiza-
tion choice has the most significant effect on understanding of microbial ecology data,
but microbial ecology experience as well as previous experience with visualization also
have significant effects. These results can be used to better inform scientific communica-
tion through visualization. The experiment itself provides a framework for conducting
similar experiments with different types of underlying data and visual representations.
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The use of visualization in science has a long standing tradition, with notable vi-
sualizations such as Darwin’s tree of life (Figure 1.1a) and Charles Joseph Minard’s
visualization of Napoleon’s march (Figure 1.1c). Though visualization is used in nearly
every scientific field of research, some fields are behind when it comes to data visual-
ization. The field of physics has been using and advancing visualizations such as flow
and vector field visualizations (Figure 1.1b) for many decades; however in the biological
sciences the effort of using visualization for data analytics is more recent. Both the Bio-
Vis1 and VIZBI2 conferences were founded in 2010, which is evidence for a recent and
growing need for innovation and attention to visualization of biological data. Though
these conferences focus on biological and even medical data in general, the same need for
sophisticated data visualization also holds for microbial ecology. The field of microbial
ecology has only recently encountered the big data problem, and as such is still pro-
gressing in terms of discovering which visualizations are most effective for this specific
type of data.
In this chapter we give a short background introduction to the significance and
main themes in this dissertation. We introduce microbial ecology, the field that is the
source of visualized data for all parts of this dissertation. We also introduce the field
of visualization as a whole, as each of the main themes of this dissertation focus on
using visualization. We then introduce scientific communication, which is the overall
end goal of the tools and experiment described here. Finally we provide an introduction
to the specific goals of this dissertation, a list of contributions of this dissertation, and
an outline.
1.1 Microbial Ecology
The field of microbiology is not a new one, with the first microbe being discovered in
1675 by Antonie van Leeuwenhoek,3 using microscopes of his own design to count and
study microbes in water. Microbial ecology is the study of the relationships between
these minute organisms and each other, as well as their relationships with their environ-
ment. The human body is one such microbial environment, and the recent discoveries of
1
(a) A page from Darwin’s notebook from 1837
showing a rudimentary tree of life. In this figure
Darwin suggested the basis of an evolutionary
relationship between all known life. This way of
visualizing evolutionary relationships between
taxa is used ubiquitously in the biological sci-
ences.
(b) Schematic representation of an arbi-
trary vector field and a path through it.
Many physical concepts and interactions
are not directly observable, and as such, vi-
sualization of data collected about the sys-
tem is used by humans to both analyze com-
plex systems.
(c) Charles Joseph Minard’s visualization of Napoleon’s march. This seminal data visual-
ization showcases the flexible and powerful nature of using visualization to encode complex
information.
Figure 1.1: Various visualizations of different types of data. Data visualization is commonly
used to effectively convey complicated scientific concepts. Panel 1.1a shows a scan of a hand-
drawn tree of life from Darwin’s notebook. Panel 1.1b shows a visual representation of a com-
puted vector field. Panel 1.1c shows the famous Napoleon’s March visualization created by
Joseph Minard. Darwin’s figure and the vector field are both examples of using visualization for
scientific exploration, and Minard’s data visualization is an excellent example of using visualiza-
tion for explanation of complicated data.
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the impact of microbes on human health4–6 have greatly increased interest in the field.
Microbial implications on human health have brought microbial research to the forefront
of scientific study. The fact that the human body is actually an ecosystem for millions
of unique microbes also challenges the public’s preconceived notions of what makes a
human human. Additionally it has implications on other scientific fields of study such
as diet and nutrition research. The popularity of this field of study in both the scientific
community and the general public provides a unique opportunity for studying the ef-
fects of visualization on dissemination and understanding of results of microbial ecology
research.
1.2 Visualization
As effective visualizations can be time consuming and complicated to create; it is dif-
ficult to convince potential users of the value of visualization without concrete examples
of their efficacy. Designing a visualization that is appropriate and useful for a particular
data type can be a nebulous and long process; determining the perfect visualization for
every data type and analytical situation is essentially the holy grail of data visualization
research. These fundamental problems are also present when creating useful and infor-
mative visualizations of scientific data. A user-centered way of assessing the efficacy
of such scientific visualizations aims to first assess visualization literacy, which involves
the analysis of users’ understanding of different visualizations. Few studies exist on the
topic, and they tend to focus on visualization of easily understood subject matter from
people’s daily lives, such as attributes of cars.7–10
Visualizations are typically qualitatively evaluated through case studies and user
interviews. Quantitative empirical evaluation of visualization is extremely challeng-
ing.11,12 These challenges are compounded when the nature of the visualized data is
complicated and necessitates expert users for evaluation. No previous visualization stud-
ies focused on empirical determination of effective visualizations for microbial ecology
data exist.
1.3 Scientific Communication
Effective communication of scientific results in an understandable and accessible way
is key to inspiring tomorrow’s scientists as well as keeping scientific research funded. The
3
American public has been shown to respect but not trust science,13,14 and openness of
results is important to increase trust in science. Scientific journal articles are often
inaccessible for non-scientists, and using visualization could provide a way to start mak-
ing results more understandable to the public. Print media such as newspapers and
magazines, which are readily consumed by the general public, have already moved into
the web-based interactive reporting including web-based visualization. It is important
to understand which visualizations are most effective at communicating complex scien-
tific data so as to provide the best and most useful visualizations for communication of
scientific concepts to the general public.
1.4 Visualization for Microbial Ecology Data Analysis and Communication
Visualization plays a key role in the context of microbial ecology data analysis.
Scientists use visualization to both support data analysis and to communicate results
to scientific and public audiences. When harnessing the true potential of big data,
the contribution of useful and interactive visualization to the data analysis pipeline
becomes more important. However, biological data analysis software is often written
by scientists who have limited background and experience in software engineering and
design of interactive tools, which often results in unstable and ineffective products.
We address the difficulty of creating useful and accessible scientific visualizations by
creating tools for scientific analysis that can be used to visually analyze and generate
high-quality figures of microbial ecology data.
The current state of using biological data visualization for communication is focused
on communication between scientists through scientific journals, and rarely includes
communicating to the general public. To communicate results scientists usually rely on
complex graphics for static publication, rather than dynamic data exploration tools. It
is unclear how effective these types of visualizations are for communicating microbial
ecology data to different audiences. Effective and accessible visualization may be a
promising way of making scientific results more understandable to the general public.
We address the difficulty of bringing accessible scientific visualization to different
audiences by designing and performing an experiment that aims to discover which visu-
alizations are most effective at communicating microbial ecology data.
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1.5 Contributions
1.5.1 Contributions of Developed Microbial Ecology Analysis Tools
The tools TopiaryExplorer and EMPeror, which are described in Chapter III of this
dissertation, have been published in high-profile scientific journals.
• Development of the phylogenetic tree viewing tool TopiaryExplorer15
that streamlines phylogenetic analyses and publication quality figure
generation. TopiaryExplorer15 is an open source tool available for use and collab-
oration on github16. TopiaryExplorer generated trees have been used the following
publications:
– “The Role of Host Phylogeny Varies in Shaping Microbial Diversity in the
Hindguts of Lower Termites” by Tai et al. in Applied and Environmental
Microbiology17
– “Communities of microbial eukaryotes in the mammalian gut within the con-
text of environmental eukaryotic diversity” by Parfrey et al. in Frontiers in
Microbiology18
– “Evidence for a persistent microbial seed bank throughout the global ocean”
by Gibbons et al. in PNAS19
– “Seasonal restructuring of the ground squirrel gut microbiota over the annual
hibernation cycle” in the American Journal of Physiology20
– “Identifying genomic and metabolic features that can underlie early succes-
sional and opportunistic lifestyles of human gut symbionts” by Lozupone et
al. in Genome Research21
– “Under the sea: microbial life in volcanic oceanic crust” by Edwards et al. in
Nature Reviews22
• Collaborative development of the tool EMPeror23 that streamlines prin-
cipal coordinates analysis viewing and publication quality figure gen-
eration. EMPeror23 is open source and available for use and collaboration on
github24. EMPeror generated visualizations are used in the following publications:
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– “Evaluating variation in human gut microbiota profiles due to DNA extraction
method and inter-subject differences” by Mackenzie et al. in Frontiers in
Microbiology25
– “Restoration of a Mediterranean forest after a fire:bioremediation and rhi-
zoremediation field-scale trial” by Pizarro-Tobias et al. in Microbial Biotech-
nology26
– “Spatial biodiversity of bacteria along the largest Arctic river determined
by next-generation sequencing” by Kolmakova et al. in FEMS Microbiology
Ecology27
– “Assessing impacts of unconventional natural gas extraction on microbial
communities in headwater stream ecosystems in Northwestern Pennsylvania”
by Trexler et al. in Frontiers in Microbiology28
1.5.2 Contributions of the Scientific Communication Experiment
A manuscript describing our experimental design and experimental results is cur-
rently in preparation.
• Development of an experimental design that was to produce the results
described in this dissertation and is extensible to similar visualization
experiments. Our experiment is focused on three different data types, each
with multiple visualizations of the same underlying data and 10 data type specific
quantitative questions. Our experimental design also requires the collection of
certain metadata hypothesized to have an effect on participant performance. Our
design is easily applied to different data types and can be used to determine which
visualizations are most effective for a chosen data type.
• Development of the MultiVis tool which is utilized for viewing the same
underlying data in different ways. MultiVis is available for use and collabora-
tion on github29. MultiVis currently takes as input JSON formatted data files for
three different data types; abundance, phylogeny and multidimensional. Each im-
plemented visualization is modularly written in javascript and is easily embedded
in other web-based frameworks.
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• Development of a tool for conducting survey-based visualization exper-
iments using the MultiVis framework. The survey-specific branch of Mul-
tiVis, available on github29, includes functionality for conducting visualization
literacy experiments. These survey-specific features include survey administra-
tion, web-based visualization from the MultiVis framework and web-based survey
embedding.
• Our experimental results indicate that visualization choice is the most
significant factor contributing to differences in participants’ understand-
ing of microbial ecology data. In both the phylogeny and multidimensional
data type linear models that consider all significant metadata and visualization
types, visualization type is the most significant factor that describes variation in
participant performance on the respective surveys.
1.6 Publications
Throughout my graduate career I have published the following papers:
• “Bacteria from Diverse Habitats Colonize and Compete in the Mouse Gut”(2014)30
• “EMPeror: a tool for visualizing high-throughput microbial community data”
(2013)23
• “Replenishing our defensive microbes” (2013)31
• “Phylotastic! Making tree-of-life knowledge accessible, reusable and convenient”
(2013)32
• “TopiaryExplorer: Visualizing large phylogenetic trees with environmental meta-
data” (2011)15
• “QIIME allows analysis of high- throughput community sequencing data., Nature
Methods” (2010)33
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1.7 Outline of Dissertation
The goal of this dissertation is to both explore and explain the use of visualization
for scientific data analysis and scientific communication. This dissertation includes two
main aims; Chapter III, using visualization for scientific analysis of microbial ecology
data and Chapter IV, using visualization for scientific communication of microbial ecol-
ogy data to different audiences. Finally, in Chapter V of this dissertation, we summarize
the contributions of this dissertation in the context of the overarching themes of scien-
tific data analysis and scientific communication using visualization of microbial ecology
data. There is one Appendix that includes survey-specific materials generated by the




In this section we describe background, related work, and information necessary for
understanding this dissertation. Even though the integration of visualization in science
is of interest in general, we chose to study visualizations used in the field of microbial
ecology in this dissertation. Throughout the different sections of this dissertation, we
are utilizing microbiome data for visualization in both scientific analysis applications
and scientific communication to different audiences.
We introduce the field of microbial ecology, Section 2.1, in two main themes, that
of the human microbiome and environmental microbes. In the section on the human
microbiome we describe effects of the human microbiome on early human life, the hu-
man gut, which houses the vast majority of human-associated microbes, and how we
can more easily study the human-associated microbiome using mouse models as proxy.
We additionally describe the nature of data typically generated by microbiome studies.
Microbiome data is used in all parts of this dissertation, for both visualization-centered
scientific data analysis and in the experiment on scientific communication by way of
visualization.
Next we describe the field of visualization of scientific data in Section 2.2. We
focus on two aspects of visualization of scientific data; visualization used for scientific
analysis, and visualization created for use with the general public. This section describes
the visualization aspect of both scientific analysis and communication. Chapters III and
IV employ visualization as a means of making scientific data more accessible, either for
data analysis or communication.
Finally in Section 2.3 we discuss scientific communication. This section includes
a description of how scientists communicate scientific research to other scientists, and
to non-expert populations. This dissertation aims to study effectiveness of different




Microbial ecology is the study of microorganisms, their interactions with each other,
and their interactions with the various environments that they inhabit. Spanning the
three main branches of the tree of life, eukarya, bacteria and archaea, microorganisms
also live in a diverse array of environments. From extreme environments such as deep
sea hydrothermal vents19 to hyper-saline environments34 to the human gut,35–40 mi-
crobes find a way to live everywhere. In addition to their ability to thrive in these
varied environments, microbes also tend to have an effect on the environment that they
inhabit.5,38,39,41,42
Microbes are single-celled organisms that are not visible to the naked eye. Their
small size and ubiquity makes categorizing and studying microbes impossible without the
aid of scientific tools, from microscopes to high-throughput sequencers. Previous culture-
based methods relied on microbes that grow easily in culture and are previously known,
which leaves the vast majority of present microbes unknown.43,44 Recent advances in
sequencing technology provide a cheap and fast way of more effectively surveying the
present microbes, and have opened the door to discovering many new microbes and their
habitats.
The microbiome is intricately linked with the human body35–40,45,46 and human
health6,47,48, making this scientific field of particular interest to the general public as
well as to scientists. The participation of the public in crowdfunded microbiome projects,
such as the American Gut Project and uBiome, indicates public interest in the relation-
ship between human health and the microbiome.
2.1.1 The Human Microbiome
The human body contains ten times as many microbial cells than human cells.35
These microscopic inhabitants live almost everywhere on and in the human body, from
forehead to feet,45,46 but the vast majority of these microbes live in the gut.35–40 These
microbes live on the surfaces of our teeth, help us digest our meals, and occasionally
make us sick. Disruptions in the ‘normal’ human microbiome can cause chronic47 and
even life-threatening6,48 disease in humans. The ‘normal’ human microbiome has not
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yet been fully defined,49 that is, researchers have not yet fully characterized the diversity
of what should be considered ‘healthy’ for a human microbiome. Studies have shown
marked differences in the community makeup between what would be considered control
and disease groups,5 but there are still too many differences when studying within the
control group to characterize any particular population as ‘normal’ or ‘healthy’. Recently
programs and projects have been undertaken in an effort to characterize the diversity of
the human microbiome. These projects range from the NIH funded Human Microbiome
Project35 to crowd-funded projects such as the American Gut Project50 and uBiome51.
Both scientific and public interest in the human microbiome increases as our knowledge
increases, and aiming to characterize these communities is a popular research direction.
2.1.1.1 Early Life and the Human Microbiome
From the moment of birth, and even from some time before, microbes are present
on and in the human body. It was previously thought that babies not yet born were
completely sterile, and only acquired microbes after being born and introduced to them
in their environment. This assumption was refuted when it was discovered that babies’
first stool, without ever having fed outside of the womb, was home to a diversity of mi-
crobes.52 Babies born via c-section have also been shown to have abnormal microbiomes
as they are initially colonized by skin bacteria rather than vaginal bacteria as are babies
born conventionally.53 Microbial influences at an early age can have a pronounced effect
on later life.4 It has been shown that with early exposure to e.coli, HIV-1 infections
were enhanced by way of increasing apoptotic cells.54 Since our microbial inhabitants
are with us when we are born and stay with us until we die; understanding their role in
our lives is important. In making microbial ecology data analysis more accessible and
efficient, we bring the vast world of microbes to more scientists who can discover new
characterizations, diseases and treatments.
2.1.1.2 The Human Gut Microbiome
Most of the microbes that make up the human microbiome live in the gut, but have
far-reaching effects elsewhere in the body. These microbes assist in digestion by way of
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breaking down certain foods and secreting vitamins that are vital to human survival.55
Most of the gut flora that inhabit the human gut are beneficial, but disturbances in the
delicate balance can result in disease elsewhere in the body. Some opportunistic infec-
tions of the gut can be deadly,47,54,56 and there are few ways of restoring the microbial
balance. Fecal transplants have been used to ‘reset’ a sick patients’ gut flora using the
flora of a healthy donor.57
2.1.1.3 The Human Microbiome by Proxy
Though the typical microbiome study is less invasive than studies that require
surgery or medical interventions, there are still challenges with microbiome studies. Hu-
man studies are difficult to control, especially when studying the microbiome which has
been shown to be easily affected by diet and environment.25 Therefore studies performed
on gnotobiotic mice, mice with well characterized minimal micro-organismal communi-
ties, are used as animal models for the human microbiome. These gnotobiotic mouse
models have been used to show that the microbial inhabitants of the gut can have a large
effect on energy extraction from food. The study by Turnbaugh et al.5 showed that mice
inoculated with bacteria from lean and obese twins either stayed lean or became obese
in coordination with the microbes they were inoculated with, even when fed the same
diet. Mice have also been used to solidify the link between the gut microbiome and
behavior. In a study conducted at McMaster University, mice were given antimicrobial
agents which changed their gut microbiome communities and altered both their behav-
ior and brain chemistry.58 These types of studies can serve as pilot studies for human
studies, and inform our knowledge of the microbiome.
2.1.2 Environmental Microbes
Even though the human microbiome is important for human health and disease,
microbes also play an important role in the environment. Microbes live on plants, in
marine sediments,19 and even ten miles above the surface of the Earth.59 There are mi-
crobes living on us and on everything around us. Gibbons et al. in 201319 explored the
diversity of microbes across different marine environments using phylogenetic trees and
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assert that there is a global microbial seed bank of microbes that are present in nearly
all marine sediments. Microbes can be leveraged for human advancement, in projects
such as oil spill cleanup60–62 and energy production.63,64 The ubiquity and usefulness of
microbes in environmental applications makes their characterization especially impor-
tant for scientific advancement.
2.1.3 Microbial Ecology Data
The varied microbial ecology studies requisitely generate an immense amount of
data as there are an immense number of microbes. Since the vast majority of microbes
are unculturable,43,44 sequencing technologies must be employed to elucidate the true
diversity of microbial life. The current state of the art for microbial ecology community
classification utilizes high-throughput sequencing techniques that result in projects with
millions of reported sequences. In a well formed study these sequences include the vast
majority of present taxa, but also include chimeras,65,66 occasionally contamination,67
and even sequencing errors that may look like unique taxa.68 These issues add to the
already complex big-data problems present in the millions of collected sequences.
In addition to the millions of sequences and their pathologies, there is also a wealth
of collected metadata for each sample in a project. For a human study metadata would
include terms defined typically by a standard such as minimum information about a
genome sequence (MIGS),69 an ontology for describing microbial studies and an effort
to standardize the vast amounts of collected metadata. Microbial ecology data analysis
is difficult because of its large and complex nature. Visualization for data analysis is
often used in other scientific fields that generate large amounts of highly complex data,
and this trend is fast becoming increasingly pronounced in the field of microbial ecology
as well.
2.2 Visualization for Analysis of Scientific Data
2.2.1 Visualizing Scientific Data
Humans are visual creatures who rely primarily on sight to interpret and construct
the world around them. Scientists have often sought to visually depict the mechanisms
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of science like platonic solids, atoms, and visual simulations of galaxies; constructs that
are invisible or incomprehensible to our naive eyes. We have to translate large datasets
that are easily interpreted by computers into visualizations that are comprehensible to
humans in order to facilitate the extraction of knowledge. The biological sciences provide
a special challenge to the visualization field,70 with large amounts of complex, multi-
dimensional data71 making the transition to visual depiction especially confounding.
2.2.2 Scientific Visualization for Scientific Analysis
Certain scientific fields, such as astronomy and quantum physics, whose subject
matter concerns entities that are not directly observable have been using and advancing
visualization techniques for analysis for hundreds of years. Other fields, such as the field
of microbial ecology, have been forced to adapt tools created for other scientific fields
or tools that were created ignoring basic software development principals,72 resulting
in an analysis workflow which is inefficient for the task at hand. Microbial ecology
analysis also involves complicated workflows that perform varied tasks and generate
visualizations. Analysts often rely on default visualizations provided by these pipelines
and other simple analysis tools such as excel to generate visualizations.73 Visualization
of the resulting data is often an afterthought, rather than an important scientific part
of the analysis process. The tools described in this dissertation rely on sophisticated
visualizations and interfaces tailored for efficient and specific data analysis.
2.2.2.1 Visual Microbial Ecology Analysis
There are many different ways of visualizing microbial ecology data as there are
many different types of data that are included in a microbial ecology analysis. The three
main data types that we focus on in this dissertation are that of community abundance,
phylogeny and multidimensional data as generated by Principal Coordinates Analysis.
In the standard microbial ecology analysis workflow an analyst uses specific tools for
each data type visualization, as described in Sections 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.3 for phylogeny
and PCoA viewing, respectively. Tools like MicrobiVis74 aim to combine these multiple
analyses into one coordinated interface.
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2.2.2.2 Phylogenetic Tree Viewing
Phylogenetic trees have been used in the biological sciences to represent evolutionary
relationships for hundreds of years. There exist many different tools for phylogenetic tree
viewing with various features, such as FigTree75, Arb76 and Archaeopteryx77. These
existing tools provide similar functionality for customization of tree viewing but can
not support trees on the order of hundreds of thousands of nodes. As phylogenies are
essentially directed graphs, they can also be represented as such. Typically in the field
of microbial ecology phylogenetic analysis is done by directly visualizing the directed
graph in different layouts. This type of data can also be analyzed using matrix-based
approaches or graph-based approaches.78
The tool Arb supports sequence editing and database connectivity but does not pro-
vide the integrated metadata functionality of TopiaryExplorer. Arb is also architecture
specific and is not available for Windows computers. TopiaryExplorer is written as a
platform independent Java Web-Start application that is accessible on any architecture.
FigTree supports many visual customization functions but does not scale to hundreds
of thousands of nodes, nor does it support database connectivity. Archaeopteryx sup-
ports custom coloring of nodes and labels, however this is done via a tedious search
and find method rather than the automated workflow integrated method implemented
in TopiaryExplorer. There exist many tools for phylogenetic tree viewing and Topiary-
Explorer’s main advantage over these tools is its ability to visualize very large trees. A
comparison of phylogenetic analysis and sequence alignment tools79 compares as many
as 24 different phylogenetic tree viewing tools on the basis of operating system availabil-
ity and which step in the phylogenetic workflow they are geared toward. This paper was
published before TopiaryExplorer was published and as such does not include it in the
comparison, but does still discuss the imminent and need for tools that visualize very
large trees.
2.2.2.3 Principal Coordinates Analysis Viewing
As PCoA is fundamentally a mathematical technique that is used for many different
types of data, there are also many different ways of visualizing PCoA data. Any tool
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that supports visualization of points in 3d space can be used to view PCoA data as
it is simple coordinate data. There are many ways of visualizing multidimensional
data, including scatter plots,80 scatter plot matrices81 and parallel coordinates.82 For
visualization of biologically based multidimensional data there are applications such as
invis 83 that use a 3D distance visualization in conjunction with visual encoding of related
metadata. With microbiome data, the main goal of PCoA is to represent relationships
between communities of microbes present in different samples, and to determine what
those relationships are driven by. The difficult part of using PCoA for microbiome
analysis stems from the abundance of metadata collected about the samples that are
being plotted, and making use of this metadata to effectively describe patterns in the
data.
EMPeror provides a 3D scatter plot view of PCoA analysis data generated from
microbial ecology experiments. EMPeror also provides automated visual encoding by
collected sample metadata that can be customized by the analyst. In addition to the
3D scatter plot view, EMPeror also provides a synchronized parallel coordinates view
which facilitates the discovery of subtle patterns in the data. There exist no other tools
specifically created for the visual analysis of PCoA data generated from microbiome
analyses; Emperor is the first of its kind.
2.3 Communication of Scientific Research
2.3.1 Communication Among Scientists
Scientists have been presenting and publishing their discoveries for as long as science
as a field of study has existed. Though this practice has been around for thousands of
years, scientists are not always successful at communicating their discoveries to other
scientists, and ultimately to the general public. The current state of scientific communi-
cation is geared towards communicating scientific results to scientific peers. This focus is
driven by the need for scientific publications to disseminate discoveries, advance careers,
and the need for funding by scientific grants. Scientists publish constantly, and other
scientists working in the same field find it hard to keep up with the vast amounts of
literature. Expecting that members of the general public to seek out and interpret these
scientific results without direction is unrealistic. Creating visualizations and tailored
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Figure 2.1: Bar charts with the same data and different axes from http://data.
heapanalytics.com/how-to-lie-with-data-visualization/. In the first figure the differ-
ence in interest rates between years seems very large. In the second figure where the y-axis
begins at zero the difference in interest rates across years is visually indiscernible.
scientific results with specific audiences in mind could benefit the scientific community
when it comes to communicating with both the general public and other scientists.
2.3.2 Scientific Visualization for the General Public
Many of the visualizations published in high profile biological science based journals
tend to disregard commonly accepted principles of design84 and data visualization,85–87
resulting in ineffective conveyance of key messages, possibly confusing results, and re-
duction in target audience impact. Something as simple as adjusting the y-axis of a
bar chart can completely change what the data appears to show (Figure 2.1), and tools
like Microsoft Excel, which are commonly used, automatically set the y-axis. In Ed-
ward Tufte’s The Visual Display of Quantitative Information this is termed graphical
integrity. Visualizations that either intentionally or unintentionally mislead the reader
lack graphical integrity. Visualization authors who are not aware of the complex and sci-
entific method of visualization generation compound these problems of ineffective data
visualization. Communicating the results of scientific research to non-experts is impor-
tant, both to encourage people to pursue scientific fields of study, and to keep scientific
research funded. Currently, in the United States, politicians that have large parts in
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deciding on scientific funding repeatedly state that they are not scientists.88,89 Though
it is their job to do due diligence in understanding the science they are discussing, it
is also the scientific community’s responsibility to make their science accessible and un-
derstandable to non-experts. There is a current trend of public distrust of science and
technology,13 and there is a unique opportunity to help combat that distrust by making
science accessible and understandable to the general public, while also making results
more understandable for the lay-person audience.
Most current methods of scientific communication are inaccessible and not easily
understood by the general public. As scientific journals are traditionally meant for print
media, they typically contain static pictures as visualizations. Communication methods
focused on the public, such as news outlets, have introduced web-based interactive visu-
alization. Interactive visualizations that respond to a user’s direct inputs allow them to
explore and learn in personalized ways, rather than having the data presented statically
in a visualization that was informative only to the original scientist. In situations where
static visualizations must be used, their form can be made more useful by including
presentations of the same data in multiple forms within one figure in order to reach
a more broad audience with different learning styles. Using web-based visualizations
could play an important role for microbial ecology data analysis and communication,
since the web-based nature makes them inherently available to all users with a web
browser. Adapting these methods for scientific communication may be one way of in-
creasing public understanding of science.
2.3.3 Visualization Literacy
Few studies have been conducted in order to assess a population’s visualization
literacy, and those that do tend to focus on the most simple and easily recognized
visualizations. In 2014 Boy et al.10 described multiple levels of visualization literacy,
equating it to literacy, the ability to read and write. In standard procedure, visualization
scientists create visualizations without regard for the visualization literacy level of their
intended audience. It is seemingly obvious that an audience’s visualization literacy can
have a large impact on their interpretation of the data being presented, and it follows
that the lower the level of visualization literacy, the more misinterpretation may occur.
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Previous studies on visualization literacy employ both simple underlying data and
visual depictions. One of the first studies on this subject was published in 1986 and
described six basic judgements that a consumer of a visualization can be assessed on.7
These judgements are, in order of user proficiency, position along a common scale,
position along identical but non-aligned scales, length, angle, slope and area. Survey
participants are surveyed on their ability to judge these values when presented in different
visualizations. These particular judgements focus only on information encoded within
the visualization, and not understanding of the underlying data.
A study published in 2001 with similar goals has described the term graph com-
prehension and focuses on four specific graph sense characteristics that the authors
identify8. This study only explores basic graphs, but additionally provides instruction
for making graphs more easily understood. This study also provides a catalogue of the
types of questions that can be asked in order to asses graph comprehension/visualization
literacy and separates participants into three groups; elementary, intermediate and over-
all.
In the survey portion of this dissertation we employ elementary questions to verify
competent participation and intermediate and overall questions to asses understanding
of the data being presented. Understanding visualization literacy is important for the
scientific process; through scientific analysis and scientific communication.
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CHAPTER III
VISUALIZATION FOR ANALYSIS OF SCIENTIFIC DATA
With the advent of high throughput automated experimental techniques in parallel
with high performance computational techniques, the landscape of scientific analysis has
greatly changed. A modern scientist encounters many different computational methods,
whether they are writing grants, performing analyses or publishing and communicating
results. Analysis takes on many forms in the varied scientific fields, but has one thing
in common; it is usually supplemented by computational methods. Good tool design, in
both user interface and visualization, has a large impact on the intended audience and
research has shown that for a biological sciences audience, proper user interface design
can expedite scientific research and discovery,87,90,91 while poor design can hinder it.72,92
Efficient and responsive user interfaces for biological data analysis tools enable users to
perform their tasks more quickly and accurately.
In this chapter we focus on using visualization as a primary means of scientific
analysis for three different microbial ecology data types: abundance, phylogeny and
multidimensional. In a field such as microbial ecology, the massive amounts of gener-
ated data can be more effectively analyzed and interpreted with visual inspection. The
complex nature of microbial ecology data requires different analyses and appropriate
visualizations for the analyses. With different data types, analyses and visualizations, it
is imperative that user-centered tools be provided to streamline the process to scientific
discovery.
3.1 Tools for Scientific Data Analysis Through Visualization
Tools for scientific analysis are often developed by scientists themselves, and overlook
principles of design typically taught in software development fields. In the field of bioin-
formatics and scientific data analysis, graphical user interfaces are often undervalued
afterthoughts of published tools.72,93 We address this shortcoming in this dissertation.
In this section we first describe the design methodology for two tools for microbial ecol-
ogy analysis: TopiaryExplorer15 and EMPeror23. Both tools include a GUI built around
a main visualization, user-centered design and proper software development practices.
We then present case studies we performed with both the TopiaryExplorer and EMPeror
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tools that showcase their many capabilities. Finally, we summarize the tools and their
direct utility to the field of microbial ecology and possible extensions to other fields of
scientific study.
3.1.1 Visual Analysis of Abundance Data
It has been shown that typically it is not one single species of microbe that drives
differences between communities, and because of this fact researchers commonly want to
visualize taxonomic summaries of these communities. Utilizing the extensive metadata
associated with various samples, researchers can also summarize communities based on
metadata of interest. A study published in Science by Ridaura et al.94 showed that
in twins discordant for obesity characterized the differences in gut microbiota between
the twins. It was discovered that the communities present in the obese gut were more
efficient at extracting energy from the same food when contrasted to the communities
found in the lean gut. The group Bacteroidales was also shown to invade from the lean
gut and return an obese gut to a lean gut state in mice.
Though interesting results can be attributed to comparisons of abundance data, the
relatively simple underlying structure of the data reduces the novelty of any suitable
visual representation. In using the experimental design described in Section 4.1 we dis-
covered that neither the demographic characteristics that we collected from participants
of the experiment in Section 4.1 nor the visualization used had any significant effect
on a participant’s ability to understand and answer questions about microbial ecology
abundance data. Because of this we decided to not contribute further development time
to an abundance visualization tool and instead focused this chapter on the phylogeny
and multidimensional data type analysis tools.
3.1.2 Visual Analysis of Phylogeny Data
Next-generation sequencing produces massive amounts of sequences at ever decreas-
ing costs, and scientists need methods for understanding how these sequences relate to
each other. One common way of visualizing microbial ecology sequence data is through a
phylogenetic tree. Darwin used phylogenetic trees to visualize evolutionary relationships
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(Figure 1.1a), as have many scientists since. Phylogenetic trees for viewing sequence data
are often built on multiple sequence alignments and model the evolutionary relationship
of the sequences.95 In the field of bioinformatics the most common entity compared in
phylogenetic trees are sequences of certain genes, which are common to all organisms
that one desires to study. Phylogenetic trees allow one to make inferences about the
evolutionary relationships of entities of interest based on some measured or observed
characteristic, in this case, sequence similarity. In this section we describe the work-
flow for generating a phylogenetic tree as background, and then describe the software
TopiaryExplorer, which is used for viewing, analyzing, and creating publication quality
figures of phylogenetic trees.
3.1.2.1 Phylogenetic Tree Generation Workflow
3.1.2.1.1 Sequence Generation In the field of microbial ecology experiments are
designed to describe or test hypotheses about the ecology of the microbes of a certain en-
vironment. Such experiments involve collecting samples from one or many environments
and metadata about each sample. After a sample is collected from an environment and
its related metadata collected, it then has its DNA extracted, amplified and sequenced.
Microbial ecology experiments such as this can generate millions of sequences that are
then used to describe the microbial makeup of each sample.
3.1.2.1.2 OTU Picking Trees built on alignments of n sequences necessarily have n
tips plus internal ancestor nodes. The computational methods for calculating alignments
and generating phylogenetic trees are computationally and time expensive, so as a first
step in microbial ecology experiments that often result in sequences on the order of
millions, it is a common first step to collapse sequences into Operational Taxonomic
Units (OTUs).96–98 Different levels of similarity can be supplied to the OTU picking
algorithm that correspond to differing levels of taxonomy, eg. 97% for species level,
or 94% for genus level. OTU picking can be done in either de-novo or reference-based
manners. Reference-based OTU picking requires a reference tree of identified sequences
and often comes with an assigned taxonomy. Reference trees are available from sources






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































based on their similarity, or if they do not reach the similarity threshold to any reference
OTU, form new OTUs. Each OTU has a count that represents the number of sequences
that have been collapsed into the OTU so that sequence richness is not lost. An OTU
table is also created that links samples and the OTUs they contain. This smaller number
of OTUs, their corresponding sequences and OTU table are then used in the downstream
alignment and phylogeny generation steps.
3.1.2.1.3 Sequence Alignment Sequence alignment is one of the most commonly
taught concepts of bioinformatics, helping to introduce students to the concepts of dy-
namic programming and optimization. Alignment methods are used to generate hier-
archical trees that are essentially hypothesized relationships between the input entities.
The relationships may be evolutionary, functional or structural, and as such there can be
many different entities that these relationships lie between. In this dissertation we focus
only on alignments of the 16s large ribosomal subunit gene sequence. This gene is highly
conserved across bacteria and archaea and as such is commonly used for phylogenetic
studies targeting these branches of life.101
Initially alignments were created by hand when there were small numbers of short
sequences, but with the dawn of high-throughput sequencing there are many millions of
sequences of longer and longer lengths that can be acquired relatively cheaply. Compu-
tational methods for sequence alignment are either local or global alignment methods.
There are n×m possible alignments for any two sequences of lengths n and m, and this
number increases exponentially when including gaps, but only few of these alignments
actually make sense. Alignment methods attempt to find the best alignments for a
group of sequences by maximizing alignment score, as with a search space this large it is
computationally infeasible to find the optimal alignment. The two most basic alignment
methods are Needleman-Wunsch102 (global) and Smith-Waterman103 (local). These
methods only work on two sequences at a time, thus pair-wise sequence alignment. Cur-
rent microbial ecology experiments generate millions of sequences and as such we need
to use tools like PyNAST,104 MUSCLE105, INFERNAL106 and SINA107 that leverage
dynamic programming and statistical techniques to generate accurate alignments.
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3.1.2.1.4 Tree Generation Once an alignment is generated, the aligned sequences
need to be inferred into a phylogeny. Tree generation methods tend to fall into one of
three groups: Neighbor-Joining108 (NJ), Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arith-
metic Mean109 (UPGMA) and Maximum-Parsimony110,111 methods. Similar to the ex-
ponential search space problem of multiple sequence alignment, optimal tree generation
is an NP-hard problem.112 Common methods of alignment to tree generation methods
include FastTree,113 CLUSTALW,114 RaXML,115 MUSCLE105 and Clearcut.116 Any of
the methods described here that generate a newick format tree can be used in Topiary-
Explorer.
3.1.2.1.5 Phylogenetic Tree Viewing With a generated phylogenetic tree one
can perform many different downstream analyses such as calculating community simi-
larity metrics117 and visual analysis. In this section we focus on visual analysis of the
phylogenetic tree through visual encoding of collected experimental metadata.
3.1.2.2 TopiaryExplorer
We have developed the TopiaryExplorer15 software, a phylogenetic tree viewing tool
capable of visualizing large phylogenetic trees and their related metadata. TopiaryEx-
plorer is a modularly written, Java Web Start program that uses Java’s extensive GUI
element libraries as well as custom classes. The modular nature of this software al-
lows us to easily substitute different design elements and patterns. TopiaryExplorer is
an important tool for data analysis and it implements novel approaches to interactive
visualization, like the ability to color and label phylogenetic trees based on important
sequence metadata, through a user-friendly, intuitive GUI. TopiaryExplorer has been
used to explore microbial ecology datasets and to produce publication-quality graph-
ics.17–22
3.1.2.3 Design Methodology
The nature of current microbial ecology data requires that tools for its analysis sup-
port large datasets, on the order of hundreds of thousands to millions of sequences. Trees
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built on datasets this large typically have hundreds of thousands of nodes, and special
techniques need to be employed to make analysis of these large trees tractable. In order
to make these trees accessible to analysts, we implemented cached node lookup strategies
as well as innovative visual collapsing functionality into TopiaryExplorer. The metadata
collected in these studies is also extensive, and the filtering methods utilized to make the
datasets computationally accessible necessarily generate maps that the metadata must
be linked through. TopiaryExplorer utilizes sparse table methods allowing analysts to
load and apply their entire metadata tables to the phylogenetic trees of interest. The
typical outcome of a phylogenetic tree analysis is a publication quality figure that assists
in explaining the researcher’s results. TopiaryExplorer was created with this in mind
and has the ability to produce publication quality figures. The typical phylogenetic tree
analysis also involves various explorations of the many different metadata categories, and
keeping these files and analysis steps organized is difficult. TopiaryExplorer takes the
TopiaryExplorer Project file (.tep) that contains all opened trees, their related metadata
tables and saved color schemes and assists in keeping the phylogenetic tree analysis in
one place. TopiaryExplorer was initially designed with these key features in place, while
additional useful features were identified during one on one user studies and group-wide
code reviews, and implemented in an iterative manner.
3.1.2.3.1 Key TopiaryExplorer Features TopiaryExplorer supports visualiza-
tion of very large trees (it has been tested on trees with greater than 100,000 tips)
while providing convenient interfaces for decorating the tree with taxonomic informa-
tion, automatically coloring branches based on data about environments where they are
observed, selecting subtrees for independent analysis, interactive expanding and collaps-
ing of clades, and many other features. TopiaryExplorer supports database connectivity,
allowing investigators to obtain, combine, edit, search and save metadata from multiple
studies. Multiple tree layouts such as rectangular or polar views are available and re-
sults can be exported as publication quality PDF images. TopiaryExplorer acts as an
analysis pipeline, keeping all phylogenetic tree related information in one place so that
data analysis is more intuitive and efficient for the researcher. The TopiaryExplorer






































































































































































































3.1.2.3.2 Large Tree Viewing The workflow described above in Subsection 3.1.2.1
translates millions of sequences into hundreds of thousands of OTUs and counts, which
while more computationally tractable for alignment and tree generation methods, still
presents a difficult problem in the case of tree visualization. In order to provide the
ability to display and manipulate trees on the order of hundreds of thousands of nodes
we implemented strategies such as cached node lookups and sparse table representations
of metadata tables. TopiaryExplorer also features collapsing capabilities that collapse
tips into manageable wedges that can be labeled and colored corresponding to metadata
values that visually encode the tips the wedge represents. TopiaryExplorer dynamic
collapsing can be done by percentage of branch length or percent shared metadata. There
are four different tree views available in TopiaryExplorer; rectangular, polar, radial and
triangular. As shown in Section 4.2, the rectangular and polar views are most effective
at helping people understand microbial ecology data, and they are implemented here.
TopiaryExplorer also features a dynamic search that helps a researcher quickly locate
a query tip or group of tips matching a query in large trees. All of the implemented
features included here are the result of iterative, user-centered design.
3.1.2.3.3 Metadata Manipulation The integration of metadata into one interface
that also views the phylogenetic tree is the most valuable feature of TopiaryExplorer,
allowing the researcher to perform the entire phylogenetic tree analysis in one intuitive
interface. In the TopiaryExplorer main window (Figure 3.2), one can view the three
different data tables used for a TopiaryExplorer phylogenetic tree analysis. These ta-
bles are the tip metadata, OTU to sample table and sample metadata. The workflow
described above in Subsection 3.1.2.1 uses an OTU picking step which provides you
with an OTU table and, if desired, OTU metadata that usually includes assigned taxon-
omy. TopiaryExplorer also works with trees whose tips are not necessarily OTUs, and
may have directly associated metadata, which should be loaded into the tip metadata
table. These tables can be sorted, manipulated via column combination and re-saved
as part of the .tep file. TopiaryExplorer also features generic data table filtering and
merging, which allows the researcher to combine metadata by matching to a unique key
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column. This feature provides the ability to add new information during downstream
steps without rerunning the entire analysis.
3.1.2.3.4 Metadata Integration One of TopiaryExplorer’s most useful features is
that of metadata integration. By integrating the related metadata into the interface in
which a phylogenetic tree is viewed, we make phylogenetic tree analysis easier, faster
and more accurate.
Other GUI phylogenetic tree viewing tools require users to manually color branches,
which is impossibly time consuming when you are working with trees with hundreds
of thousands of tips. Manual coloring also runs the risk of human error. Command
line tools that automatically color trees have no problem with trees with hundreds of
nodes, but a researcher must re-run the script for each different scenario, which may
or may not be scientifically interesting. TopiaryExplorer’s dynamic coloring feature
allows the researcher to quickly investigate different scenarios and export high-quality
publication ready graphics all within the same tool. Branches and tip labels can be
colored independently in TopiaryExplorer (Figure 3.2), providing more opportunities
for visually encoding information on the phylogenetic tree.
Taxonomy is an important aspect of phylogenetic tree analysis. TopiaryExplorer
allows the researcher to switch between differing assigned taxonomies, collapse tips to
wedges based on percent similarity of taxonomic assignment and present taxonomic
assignments as labels for both tips and wedges.
3.1.2.3.5 TopiaryExplorer Project File The TopiaryExplorer Project File (.tep)
is a self-contained file that keeps all elements of the TopiaryExplorer phylogenetic tree
analysis in one place. This file stores the metadata tables, any open trees and subtrees
and saved color schemes. This provides researchers with a savable environment and
saves the researcher time by eliminating the need for repetitive steps to reach the same
point.
We demonstrate the analytical workflow and utility of the TopiaryExplorer software
via case studies in Section 3.2.
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3.1.3 Visual Analysis of Multidimensional Data
Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) is a technique used to reduce the dimen-
sionality of complicated microbial ecology datasets. Many microbial ecology studies
involve sampling a particular environment or set of environments and collecting meta-
data about each sample. These samples each are different in terms of their microbial
diversity. Within sample diversity is known as alpha diversity, and between sample di-
versity, which is utilized for PCoA, is known as beta diversity. The goal is to discover
differences represented by distances between the samples that can be attributed to one
or a combination of different metadata categories. Here we first describe the workflow for
generating PCoA data as background, and then describe the software EMPeror, which
is used for viewing, analyzing and creating publication-quality figures of PCoA data.
3.1.3.1 Principal Coordinates Analysis Workflow
The workflow for PCoA viewing follows the same initial steps as phylogenetic tree
viewing (Subsection 3.1.2.1); (1) collecting samples and sample metadata, (2) DNA
extraction and amplification, (3) DNA sequencing, (4) OTU picking, (5) alignment and
(6) tree generation. In this subsection we will start after the tree generation step, and
all steps in the PCoA workflow are shown in Figure 3.3.
3.1.3.1.1 Calculating Beta Diversity A distance metric appropriate for the ex-
pected results118 is then used to create the all sample to all sample beta diversity
distances used in the principal coordinates analysis. Using a phylogenetic tree we can
calculate the unique fraction, the UniFrac117, of branch lengths in the tree that corre-
late to only one sample. UniFrac can be used to find the measure of similarity between
samples, and create a matrix of pairwise distances between samples.
3.1.3.1.2 Principal Coordinates Analysis Principal coordinate analysis is a mul-
tidimensional scaling technique119. PCoA requires a matrix of distances that typically
describe some measure of similarity between entities of interest. In this workflow we
want to describe the similarity of samples based on the phylogenetic similarity of their























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































all sample to all sample distance matrix to an ordered set of axes that describe the
similarity between points while minimizing information loss.
3.1.3.1.3 PCoA Viewing These distance matrices generated by a PCoA are typi-
cally inspected visually, allowing the user to see clusters of more similarly related samples
as points in space. PCoA results are often visualized either in two-dimensional space
axis by axis, with the first three ordered principal coordinate axes often describing the
majority of sample distance, or in three-dimensional space. PCoA visualizations are
typically colored by different metadata categories, such as subject or sample location,
and then visually inspected to determine whether or not the selected metadata category
or combination of categories can explain the patterns present in the data, thus describ-
ing the principal coordinate (PC) with a tangible environmental factor.
3.1.3.2 EMPeror
The current state of the art in PCoA visualization involves manual intervention and
inspection. The visualizations currently produced for PCoA are static figures rather
than interactive data exploration tools. KiNG120 is a tool created for protein structure
visualization but has been adapted for use with distance matrices and PCoA visualiza-
tions. Since the original use for KING is protein visualization, many of the interactions
are not appropriate for PCoA exploration. Three-dimensional interactive plots exist in
tools such as R and matplotlib, but are not interactive beyond 3D manipulation. The
common issue with many of the current visualizations for PCoA data center around the
necessity to re-run scripts, also requiring familiarity with coding, in order to do simple
data exploration tasks such as changing the colors, labeling, sizing and transparency of
data points. Emperor was designed side by side with domain experts with defined tasks,
enabling us to create a tool that is suited for PCoA data exploration.
EMPeror’s WebGL and javascript based visualizations run in the analyst’s browser
and operating system of choice. The THREE.js121 and d3.js122 javascript libraries are
used to generate the 3D and parallel coordinate views, respectively. EMPeror also em-
ploys the jQuery javascript library to provide the analyst with a consistent and intuitive
GUI, shown in Figure 3.4. EMPeror has been used to explore microbial ecology PCoA
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datasets and to produce publication-quality graphics25–28.
3.1.3.3 Design Methodology
As previously stated, microbial ecology analysis datasets are growing quickly and
current datasets contain sequences on the order of hundreds of thousands to millions
across thousands of samples. As PCoA is a dimension reduction technique it reduces
the n × n distances to a fewer number of manageable axes that describe the largest
difference between the samples of interest. An easy way of visually identifying patterns
across axes is mapping these axes to 3D space. EMPeror is created to allow 3D visual-
ization and manipulation of PCoA data, and utilizes the three.js WebGL library to take
advantage of the graphics processor in web-based 3D rendering. In the typical microbial
ecology dataset a researcher wants to discover certain patterns in their data, and in the
context of microbial community PCoA the researcher wants to know if there are differ-
ences in community makeup between samples of interest. EMPeror’s automated visual
encoding by metadata functions were designed to allow for fast and easy discovery of
patterns in the data. PCoA plots are often used in publications of microbial ecology
studies and EMPeror was designed with the ability to produce both publication quality
vector graphics as well as guided animations that are key to communication of microbial
ecology data. EMPeror was initially designed with these key features in place, while
additional useful features were identified during one on one user studies and group-wide
code reviews, and implemented in an iterative manner. User-centered development for
EMPeror is ongoing.
3.1.3.3.1 Key EMPeror Features EMPeror facilitates easy data analysis by pro-
viding interactivity through dynamic coloring, labeling, and opacity. The EMPeror
software is designed specifically for PCoA data analysis and exploration, as well as
high-quality figure generation. This provides an environment that integrates the PCoA
data with sample metadata, facilitating easy extension to microbial ecology data analy-
sis. With color coordinated 3D and parallel coordinates views, EMPeror helps analysts
discover both the bold and subtle patterns in their data.
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Figure 3.4: EMPeror’s web-based interface. This screenshot shows the dataset from
the Moving Pictures paper by Caporaso et al.123 with an explicit time axis, vectors
connecting points across the time axis and points colored by body site. Points are also
scaled by individual, with bigger spheres representing one individual. The key is filtered
dynamically to match the query string ‘L3S1.273524’, providing easy identification of
the point of interest, whose location is indicated by the white triangle.
EMPeror takes as inputs, at minimum, a coordinate file of samples by principal
coordinate and a sample mapping file. The analyst can also create animated plots,
jackknifed plots, show explicit axes, create biplots, draw vectors between samples within
a certain metadata category and compare two coordinate files with the same samples.
3.1.3.3.2 Metadata Integration EMPeror features metadata integration which
when employed with the PCoA 3D view allows the researcher to visually encode meta-
data via color, size and transparency of points. EMPeror’s integrated metadata encoding
functions bring all of the PCoA data analysis needs of the researcher to one convenient
GUI. A researcher can easily explore different hypotheses about how the similarity of
samples relates to the collected sample metadata all within the EMPeror interface.
Points in the 3D plot can be dynamically colored (including transparency) and scaled.
Point labels can be independently colored by metadata.
EMPeror also has the ability to set a metadata category as an explicit axis. This is
especially useful for continuous metadata categories, and makes PCoA analysis of time-
series data more intuitive. Once a researcher has investigated and found an interesting
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view of the data encoded with various metadata, the plot is easily exported as a vector-
based publication quality graphic.
EMPeror additionally provides functionality to draw vectors between samples within
a certain metadata category. This key feature is used to visually connect samples related
by a chosen metadata category which while typically used to display relationships can
also be used for easy identification of data mislabeling problems.
3.1.3.3.3 Animation EMPeror has the capability to export recorded animations of
the PCoA plot. This functionality is especially useful for communication of scientific
results. Rather than relying on a static 2D snapshot of the PCoA data, a researcher can
provide a guided tour of the data and highlight interesting findings.
3.2 Case Studies
Software tools can be evaluated in various standard ways, including evaluation
through automated testing and user-based studies. For both TopiaryExplorer and EM-
Peror we have iteratively designed the software in close collaboration with potential users
in the manner of user-centered design. Here we describe case studies of real analyses that
users performed using the software tools presented in this chapter. We also assert that
both of these microbial ecology visualization-based software analysis tools are themselves
published15,23 and visualizations generated using them are also published.17–22,25–28
3.2.1 TopiaryExplorer Case Studies
TopiaryExplorer allows analysts to explore trees with hundreds of thousands of tips
through dynamic metadata integration. By providing dynamic analysis features and
integrated high-quality figure generation, TopiaryExplorer is a useful tool for the micro-
bial ecology analyst‘s toolbox. Through its intuitive GUI TopiaryExplorer requires no
programming experience and eliminates the need for re-running of command line scrips
for coloring of large phylogenetic trees. In this subsection we discuss two case studies
for TopiaryExplorer.
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3.2.1.1 Case Study 1: Patterns Across Phylogeny
In the dataset described by Fierer et al.124 samples were taken from the fingertips
and individual keys on a keyboard of three different individuals. The keyboard dataset
includes a total of 104 samples. The main finding of this paper showed that a person’s
fingertip microbial communities can be matched back to their keyboard, acting as a sort
of microbial fingerprint. In this case study we wanted to show that between-community
taxonomic differences are present and easily visually discerned.
The trees in Figure 3.5 show the entire dataset from the Fierer et al. paper. The
wedges are colored by the abundance of tips represented by each sample. The analyst
noted that M3’s keyboard (Figure 3.5a) is more similar to M3’s fingertips (Figure 3.5b)
than either of the fingertips from individuals M2 (Figure 3.5c) or M9 (Figure 3.5d). Using
TopiaryExplorer’s taxonomy features the analyst also easily identified which lineages are
most dominant across the dataset.
3.2.1.2 Case Study 2: Batch Figure Creation
In the paper by Gibbons et al.19 samples were taken from different marine envi-
ronments. The sequences were collapsed into OTUs using the GreeneGenes99 tree as a
reference. This particular study explained that there is a ‘global microbial seed bank’
for different marine environments. The analyst initially created an OTU network that
showed that certain groups of OTUs were overrepresented in specific environments, but
also that there is a core group of OTUs that are shared across all environments. Once
this network was created the analyst wanted to determine which lineages were part of
these overrepresented OTU clusters and used TopiaryExplorer to do so. Additionally the
analyst wanted to create publication-ready figures that correspond to each of the sam-
pled environments and share the color scheme presented in the already created network
figure.
To discover which lineages were overrepresented in different environments the analyst
used TopiaryExplorer’s automated color by metadata functionality. First the tree was
colored by each of the different environments (Figure 3.6 upper left-hand corner). Next




































(d) Fierer et al. tree colored by individual
M9’s fingertips.
Figure 3.5: Fierer et al. trees colored by different individuals. M3’s keyboard (panel 3.5a) is
more similar to M3’s fingertips (panel 3.5b) than either of the fingertips from individuals M2
(panel 3.5c) or M9 (panel 3.5d). These figures were generated through phylogenetic analysis
using TopiaryExplorer.
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wedge labels to the corresponding OTUs or calculated consensus from GreeneGenes
taxonomy. After this the analyst wanted to create individual trees that showed the over-
represented taxonomic groups for each environment. The analyst uses TopiaryExplorer’s
batch export functionality to automatically export publication-quality figures across the
environments, creating one figure for each environment where its overrepresented wedges
are colored according to a color scheme chosen by the analyst. TopiaryExplorer’s batch
export functionality makes the creation of these figures trivial. Figure 3.6 displays the
published graphic.
3.2.2 EMPeror Case Studies
EMPeror allows users to both explore datasets and create publication worthy graph-
ics. Typically principal coordinates analysis is done using software that has been roughly
adapted for this type of analysis or in a way that requires extensive programming ex-
pertise. EMPeror brings together dynamic coloring, dynamic visibility and labeling in a
way that makes principal coordinates analysis easy and intuitive for microbial ecology
analysts. In this subsection we discuss four case studies that explore the many different
features of EMPeror.
3.2.2.1 Case Study 1: Metadata Exploration
This case study uses the dataset described by Fierer et al.124 as described previously
in Subsection 3.2.1.1. The principal coordinates analysis was performed on the Unifrac
distance between samples from each fingertip and key on a keyboard from the individuals.
An analyst wanted to see if human hands would look more similar to each other and
keyboard keys are more similar to each other, seeing as they are similar environments for
the microbes to live in. To determine whether or not this hypothesis is true, an analyst
would first color the PCoA plot by environment (shown in Figure 3.7a). Coloring by
environment does not show clusters and so this hypothesis is rejected. An analyst would
then use EMPeror to color by other collected metadata to explore the data and look
for patterns. Coloring the PCoA plot by individual shows distinct clusters, leading to
the conclusion that an individual’s hands and keyboard look more similar to each other















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) PCoA data from the Fierer et al. dataset





(b) PCoA data from the Fierer et al. dataset
colored by individual. The samples clus-
ter based on the individual they came from,
whether they are a sample from a finger tip or
keyboard key.
Figure 3.7: PCoA data from Fierer et al. 2010 colored by different metadata. EMPeror can be
used to color the PCoA data by different sample metadata.
These dynamic coloring functions are all available within EMPeror, eliminating the
need to re-run or adjust scripts to see a new view of the data. These types of conclusions
are difficult to discover without visual exploration of the PCoA plot. To create a pub-
lication ready graphic, the analyst adjusts the plot background color, axes colors, and
exports a scalable vector graphic directly from EMPeror. These tasks in other tools for
PCoA require programming knowledge, debugging and rerunning which can take lots of
time depending on experience, but are all seamlessly integrated into EMPeror.
3.2.2.2 Case Study 2: Time Series Analysis
One type of analysis that is often performed by microbial ecologists is time series
analysis. A time series analysis consists of taking samples holding one particular element
constant, such as sampling environment, over time. In the Moving Pictures paper by
Caporaso et al.123 samples were taken from different body sites of two different individ-
uals (Figure 3.8c) over 396 time points. Here we describe the process of using EMPeror
to analyze time series microbial ecology data.
Analysts can set any appropriate axis, such as time or pH, as an axis in EMPeror.
This makes the plot a hybrid PCoA that still affords all of the dynamic analysis tools
present in EMPeror. The analyst has colored the plot by body site, showing that the

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































one of the axes as an explicit time axis (Figure 3.8b) the analyst can see that the
different body site communities are fairly stable across all time points, with the skin
samples being the most variable across time.
Without the explicit time axis, an analyst may not notice specific differences between
the two individuals that were sampled as part of this study. With the explicit time axis
an analyst notices that one individual has around half as many time points as the other
individual, as shown in Figure 3.8c.
3.2.2.3 Case Study 3: Detecting Subtle Patterns
The projection of a PCoA into 3D space by definition only represents three of the
principal coordinates, or an explicit axis, at a time, relative to each other. A PCoA
will provide an infinite number of principal coordinates, but the percent of diversity
explained diminishes quickly as the index of the axis increases. Axes that explain less
diversity than the first three may still explain interesting patterns in the data. In the
Moving Pictures paper by Caporaso et al.123 in 2011 samples were taken from different
body sites of two different individuals, but the first three axes are primarily defined
by the different body sites sampled. Here we describe how an analyst discovered more
subtle patterns in the data using EMPeror’s parallel coordinates view.
In the parallel coordinates view of EMPeror an analyst is shown all of the axes
present in the supplied coordinate file. In using the brushing function of the parallel
coordinates view in coordination with metadata coloring, an analyst can show and hide
points of interest. In Figure 3.9a the analyst colored the parallel coordinate view by body
site, then used the brushing function to highlight only fecal samples, which are easily
distinguished from oral and skin samples on the second principal coordinate. With the
fecal samples selected the analyst then colored by individual, which brings to the surface
a separation between the two different individuals sampled on principal coordinate five,
shown in Figure 3.9b.
Without the parallel coordinate view subtle patterns in the data, such as this dif-
ference between the fecal samples of the two individuals, would remain undiscovered.
Additionally, the 3D projection using three axes requires that points are relative to those








































































































































































































































































































































































































































spread and is not scaled based on any other axis present. This makes patterns that
would be effectively invisible in the 3D projection plainly evident in the parallel coordi-
nate view.
3.2.2.4 Case Study 4: Data Cleaning
Microbial ecologists often collect extensive metadata from body site to gender to pH
for each sample. The complex and often times repetitive nature of metadata collection
can result in mislabeled samples. These metadata-labeling problems can be easily iden-
tified using EMPeror. Microbial ecology experiments are also subject to contamination,
which can also be illuminated using EMPeror as a visual data verification tool.
In this case study an analyst added an explicit time axis and vectors to the EMPeror
plot. The vectors connect different body sites across time. When viewing this plot
(Figure 3.10), the analyst quickly identified points where one body site’s community
looks like another for one day and then returns to its original community. This was
obvious to the analyst as a mislabeling error that can now be corrected.
3.3 Summary
The tools described here are published and commonly used for visualization-centered
microbial ecology data analysis. The tools we have created use proper interface design
practices84,125–127 and visualization techniques and as such have been used extensively in






Figure 3.10: PCoA data from the Moving Pictures dataset123 colored by body site
with explicit time axis and vectors drawn between points along the time axis. Points
that are mislabeled are highlighted with yellow ovals. Points that are highlighted in
green look as though they may be mislabeled but are actually properly labeled.
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There are many ways of evaluating software including case studies, directed user
studies and automated testing. In this chapter we have demonstrated the utility of
TopiaryExplorer and EMPeror through case studies that showcase the many varied
features of these two tools. Currently we have not statistically proved the utility of
TopiaryExplorer and EMPeror over other tools, but the proper software development
principals and object-oriented programming practices employed in these tools provide a
framework for straightforward automated testing. Unfortunately this sort of evaluation
was not possible within the scope of this thesis.
The landscape of microbial ecology data is always changing, and as such, tools
for microbial ecology data analysis need to change to keep up. TopiaryExplorer and
EMPeror are both open-source tools that are available on github where development
continues, and collaboration is encouraged. Github offers bug reporting, feature requests
and is currently the best environment for collaborative software development.
Though both of the software tools described here were created specifically for the
microbial ecology field of study, they are extensible to other similar data analysis tasks
using non-microbial ecology data. Phylogenies are used in many different areas of the
biological sciences and TopiaryExplorer is easily extensible to these applications. EM-
Peror is even yet more extensible as principal coordinates analysis is performed across
virtually all analytical fields of study119, being based in mathematics.
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CHAPTER IV
VISUALIZATION FOR COMMUNICATION OF SCIENTIFIC DATA
The days when science was conducted in ivory towers are long over. Today’s scien-
tists have to communicate their results, findings and ideas when they publish in scientific
journals and write funding applications. These scientific communications are typically
written documents, though visualization has been used for communicating results from
data analysis for a long time. Communication of complex scientific results is a difficult
task, but a task that must nonetheless be completed. Scientists also need to commu-
nicate the public, this is even more difficult as the visualizations and communications
used among scientists are not appropriate for the public, so the most common means of
communication for scientists must be rethought. Traditional scientific publications are
not appropriate for communicating to the general public.
In the case of crowd-funded scientific endeavors such as the American Gut Project
and uBiome, this need for communication to the public is even more acute as the sci-
entists need to impress upon the general public that their research is important enough
to be funded. Current visualizations used in the American Gut Project mirror those
used in the analysis of microbiome data, and the visualizations that are most effective
for analysis may not necessarily be the most effective for communication of these re-
sults. Tailored communication of scientific results to different audiences is integral for
the maintenance of science as a field of research on the whole.
In this chapter we focus on visualization as a tool for scientific communication.
Finding an effective visualization for any data and any task has long been considered
the holy grail of visualization research. However, recent research in information visu-
alization shows that visualizations are more effective if they are tailored to a specific
data type and tasks a user wants to perform. Munzner’s nested model framework128
for designing and evaluating visualization approaches defines a specific stage called do-
main characterization; in this stage researchers specifically study the underlying data
and the considered tasks to inform the design of visualizations. Additionally, the field of
human-centered interaction129 has shown that users have to be taken into account when
designing effective interfaces. Therefore, finding a visualization that is appropriate for
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all data, all tasks, and in all audiences is generally not possible. Visualizations that are
especially effective in certain populations fall flat in others. In this dissertation we focus
on a specific sub-problem: finding effective visualizations for microbial ecology data.
We first describe an experiment that we designed to determine which visualizations
are most useful for assisting microbial ecology researchers in communicating their results
to different specific audiences. This chapter includes the experimental design, results,
and discussion for the described visualization and data literacy experiment. The survey
used in the experiment is based around two parts; the visualization and the quantitative
survey questions. Implemented in d3.js122, the visualizations chosen encompass those
typically used in microbial ecology data analysis and publication as well as other visual-
izations that are applicable. We also discuss the questions selected in order to assess the
visualizations and their effect on participants’ understanding of the underlying data.
4.1 Experimental Design
We hypothesize that useful and informative visualizations for scientific communica-
tion of microbial ecology data can be determined experimentally. Other similar studies
on visualization literacy display basic data types or employ tasks that are superficial
questions about graph attributes that are typically understood by the vast majority of
the intended audience.
One of the earliest papers in the field of visualization literacy, published in 1986, de-
scribes an experiment where participants are tasked with identifying different attributes
of graphical representations of data.7 Tasks include making judgements on position,
length, area and other similar attributes. The experiment described here asks questions
that require the participant to understand more about the data and its relationships,
rather than superficial attributes of the visualization. The paper by Friel et al. in 2001
is a review paper that describes and organizes the study of visualization literacy into
four main parts; purposes for using graphs, task characteristics, discipline characteris-
tics and reader characteristics. We address these areas in our experiment; the big data
nature of the field of microbial ecology requires visualization, our survey questions re-
quire an understanding of the visualization and the represented data, microbial ecology
as a field itself is complicated, and we will collect reader characteristics via the demo-
graphic portion of our survey. More recently the presenters of a workshop at IEEE-Vis
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2014 created an online survey environment that supports d3.js122 visualizations. The
workshop’s experimental setup is similar to our setup in all but the collection of partic-
ular metadata used to separate the surveyed population and the ability to embed other
web-based survey systems.
Our experiment focuses specifically on microbial ecology data, which is more com-
plicated than the typical dataset used to study visualization literacy. Visualization of
microbial ecology data is complicated in both type of visualization used and data being
displayed. The main goal of our experiment is to make microbial ecology data under-
standable to both the general public and scientists by quantitatively analyzing the utility
of each visualization implemented.
In the following section we describe the three different data types common to mi-
crobial ecology analysis and our web-based system that displays the same underlying
data through multiple visualizations of each data type. Next we explain our catalogue
of quantitative survey questions which are organized into four groups, one for each data
type (abundance, phylogeny, multidimensional), and demographic questions. We then
discuss the web-based survey administration system which was used to perform our ex-
periment in different groups, from microbial ecology and visualization experts to the
general public. The experiment results include an overall performance score for each
visualization as well as scores stratified by demographic characteristics. These results
are described in Section 4.2 and discussed in Section 4.3.
4.1.1 Experimental Overview
Our experiment is both a within and between subjects experimental design. There
are three different data types surveyed; abundance, phylogeny and multidimensional.
The abundance data type has three different visual representations, the phylogeny data
type has three visual representations and the multidimensional data type has four visual
representations. This results in 108 different experimental conditions. We developed a
coding system for identifying each experimental condition. Each participant’s experi-
mental condition (Figure 4.1) includes one visualization from each of the three different
data types in conjunction with ten survey questions tailored for each of the different
data types and demographic questions. The order of data type is randomized to control
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the experimental condition. Each participant uses one visu-
alization per survey for each of the three data types. After this the participant can take
the optional demographic survey. Green boxes show one example experimental condi-
tion where the participant uses the stacked bar chart visualization for the abundance
data type, the polar tree view for the phylogeny data type and the 3D visualization for
the multidimensional data type.
for learning bias common to within subjects experiments. The data used in each of
the visualizations is real world data. The survey questions for each data type include
visual reasoning and comparative questions. This study has been approved, as required,
by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of Colorado Medical School
(protocol 14-0856), Aurora, CO, USA.
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4.1.2 Data and Visualizations
The data used in this experiment is either subsampled or full microbial ecology
datasets. The abundance data is a subset of data from the American Gut project130.
The phylogeny and multidimensional data come from the paper by Fierer et al. in
2010124. Both the American Gut Project and keyboard samples are collected on sterile
swabs which are then processed to extract and amplify the DNA of the organisms present
in the sample. The American Gut Project uses the protocol adapted by the Earth
Microbiome Project.131 The primary software package used for analyzing these datasets
is Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology (QIIME).33 This pipeline transforms the
raw sequence data into the abundance, phylogeny and multidimensional data used in
this experiment. Here we describe the experiments that produced the data, the data
itself, and the visualizations that use the data. The visualizations are ordered based on
frequency of use in scientific publication and analysis. Each visualization is described
using four main descriptors; how the data is visually represented, commonality of use in
scientific literature, appropriateness for the data type, and our hypothesis about whether
or not the visualization would be useful in audiences not familiar with the underlying
data. The visualizations used in the survey include those commonly used in scientific
analysis and publication of microbial ecology data.
4.1.2.1 Data Complexity
The field of microbial ecology provides a wealth of big complex data. In the con-
text of this experiment, there is also added complexity in the type of visualization
used to represent the data. The three types of data used in our experiment include:
phylogenetic data (hierarchical), PCoA data (multidimensional), and abundance data
(two-dimensional). The two-dimensional nature of abundance data is relatively easy to
comprehend and the different visual representations chosen for the final experiment were
reported as previously seen by the vast majority of study participants. The phylogeny
data is hierarchical and the relationships between represented elements is visually en-
coded. The domain-specific terms such as phylogeny and taxon/taxa make this data
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type difficult to understand in non-expert audiences.
4.1.2.2 Abundance Data Visualizations
The data underlying the abundance visualizations is a subset of data from the Amer-
ican Gut project130. The American Gut Project is a crowd-funded scientific endeavor
aimed at characterizing the microbial composition of the gut of many different and di-
verse individuals. The majority of samples from the American Gut Project are gut
samples, but also include other human, animal and environmentally associated samples.
Six samples were chosen at random from the population each containing differing abun-
dances of 22 total taxa. These six samples were then used for all abundance surveys.
Abundance values are normalized from raw count data to percentage values. These 22
taxa are a filtered subset of all taxa present in the six samples such that each taxon
constitutes more than 0.01% of any of the samples. Each sample is then further filtered
so that each taxon present in the sample constitutes more than 0.01% of that sample as
any taxa less than that are not visible in the visualization.
There are three visual representations for abundance including a stacked bar chart,
area chart and donut chart. Examples of each of the three visualizations are shown in
Figure 4.2. These visual representations encode the percent of each sample occupied by
each taxon, with each a unique color for each taxon. Each of the implemented abundance
visualizations also has a hover feature that indicates the taxon name and, except in the
case of the area chart, percent of abundance for that taxon for that particular sample.
On each of the visualizations for the abundance data type we have included the note
“The above plot is interactive. Hover over plot elements to see more information.” to
control for the possibility that participants do not realize the plots are interactive.
4.1.2.2.1 Stacked Bar Stacked bar charts provide a way of showing quantitative
data that is grouped by some category. In the context of this experiment, each bar is a
sample and each section of a bar encodes the abundance of a specific microbial taxon.
The stacked bar chart view of microbial ecology abundance data is common. With
samples separated as discrete entities, this visual representation is appropriate for the
underlying data type. Because of the ubiquity of bar charts in all walks of life, we expect
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Figure 4.2: Abundance visualizations. The first panel is a stacked bar chart, middle,
area chart and donut charts on the right.
that the stacked bar chart representation will perform equally well in both expert and
non-expert audiences.
4.1.2.2.2 Area Chart The area chart shows each total abundance of a taxon across
samples as a polygon. The area chart view of abundance data is also often used though
its visual representation implies that the data is continuous, which is untrue in this
context. The lack of discrete boundaries between samples may also be confusing to
unfamiliar viewers. Though these issues are easy to see at a small number of samples,
at thousands of samples the stacked bar and area chart are identical. We expect that
because of the boundary issues this visual representation will not perform as well in
both expert and non-expert audiences, but that non-expert audiences will perform even
more poorly.
4.1.2.2.3 Donut Chart The donut chart is the stacked bar chart mapped to polar
coordinates. Each donut represents a sample and each arc of the donut represents the
abundance of a specific taxon. The donut chart view of abundance data is not often
used when it does not scale to many samples. The donut chart is appropriate for this
type of data, though small abundance arcs may be difficult to discern. We expect that
the donut chart view will perform similarly to the stacked bar chart in both expert and
non-expert audiences.
4.1.2.2.4 Omitted Abundance Visualizations Non-normalized stacked bar charts
and grouped bar charts were also implemented as part of the development of this experi-
ment, but were ultimately rejected as these particular views are never used for displaying
this type of microbial ecology abundance data. In particular the non-normalized stacked
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bar chart would only ever be displayed as a normalized bar chart because the differences
in sequence counts between samples would make them impossible to compare visually.
The grouped bar chart visual representation is not scalable at even relatively small
numbers of samples. Though both of these visual representations were omitted, they
are appropriate for the underlying data.
4.1.2.3 Phylogeny Data Visualizations
The data underlying the phylogeny visualizations is a clade pruned from a study
of the keyboards and fingertips of three different individuals124. The clade chosen has
eight taxa and seven internal nodes and includes branch lengths.
Visual representations for phylogenetic data include a Rectangular tree view,132
Polar tree view132 and Sunburst tree view.133 Examples of the visualizations are lo-
cated in Figure 4.3. Each of these visual representations encodes branch length and
higherarchical relationships between taxa. We omitted interactivity for the phylogeny
visualizations to provide a more controlled environment. For this particular data type
interactivity was not necessary to fully utilize the visualizations, unlike the abundance
and multidimensional data types.
Figure 4.3: Phylogeny visualizations. Panel one is the rectangular view, panel 2 the
polar view and finally the sunburst view in panel three.
4.1.2.3.1 Rectangular The Rectangular tree layout132 for phylogenetic trees uses
a standard cartesian coordinate system to map nodes and branch lengths to a tree
structure. In our experiment the tips of the tree represent distinct taxa, while inter-
nal nodes represent common evolutionary ancestors. Branch lengths represent relative
evolutionary time. Rectangular view is the most commonly used layout for exploring
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phylogenetic trees. Though this layout does not make good use of space-filling as do the
Sunburst and Polar layouts, its horizontal layout is likely intuitive as there is an implied
time axis when dealing with phylogeny. We expect that this representation will perform
well in both expert and non-expert audiences, but that the complicated nature of the
underlying data will decrease the performance of non-expert audiences.
4.1.2.3.2 Polar The Polar tree layout132 maps the branch length distances of the
rectangular layout to a polar coordinate system. The representations of nodes, internal
nodes and branch lengths is equivalent to that of the Rectangular view. Polar tree
layouts are often used when publishing phylogenetic trees in journals, but are not often
used for analysis. The Polar tree is space-filling hierarchical visualization. The polar
nature of this representation ensures that nodes that appear far from each other in the
Rectangular view are adjacent in this view. Because of this fact we expect that non-
expert audiences who are unfamiliar with the nature of this type of visualization will
not perform as well as in expert audiences.
4.1.2.3.3 Sunburst The Sunburst layout133 of phylogenetic trees uses a percentage-
based space-filling representation. Each ring of the sunburst represents a depth of node,
and arc length encodes normalized branch length. Sunburst visualizations are not new
to the visualization world, but are not yet commonly used for phylogenetic tree vi-
sualization. Sunburst visualizations are space filling and provide many opportunities
for visual encoding of data attributes. The polar nature and non-explicit mapping of
branch length leads us to believe that this visualization will not perform well in expert
and non-expert audiences.
4.1.2.3.4 Omitted Phylogeny Visualizations Treemap134 and partition map vi-
sualizations were implemented as part of the phylogeny visualization group but were
rejected as viable visualizations for the final experiment. The Treemap visual represen-
tation was omitted on the basis of difficulty of interpretation for those not familiar with
this type of visualization, making them nearly incomprehensible to most of the microbial
ecology expert and public study populations. The Partition Map visual representation
was omitted on the basis of its similarity to the Rectangular tree view with no real added
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interpretive value.
4.1.2.4 Multidimensional Data Visualizations
The data underlying the multidimensional visualizations is the full dataset from the
paper published by Fierer et al.124 This dataset contains 104 samples from the keyboards
and fingertips of three different individuals. The samples, both keyboard and finger tip,
distinctly cluster by individual. In our experiment we have included only the first four
principal coordinates.
The PCoA visual representation group contains four representations; a 3D scatter
plot, 2D scatter plot, parallel coordinates chart135 and scatter plot matrix (SPLOM).136
Figure 4.4 contains examples of each of the four visualizations. The four visual repre-
sentations of the multidimensional data type encode the beta diversity along multiple
axes that represent calculated principal coordinates. Samples that are more similar are
represented as closer together in space. These visual representations also encode the
three different individuals via three different colors (red, green, blue), and two environ-
ments via two unique colors (red, blue). The multidimensional visualizations have the
greatest amount of interaction, with brushing on both parallel and scatter plot matrix
visualizations, zooming and rotating on the 3D visualization, and axis choice available
on the 2D scatter plot. Each of these different visualizations also features a metadata
coloring toggle which will alternate point coloring based on two metadata categories;
environment (keyboard, skin) and individual.
4.1.2.4.1 3D Scatter Plot The 3D scatter plot view of PCoA data places one
principal coordinate as the x,y and z coordinates in 3D space. Each point is then
mapped to that space according to its principal coordinate value. The 3D scatter plot
visualization takes the standard scatter plot and adds one additional dimension as well
as the interactive ability to manipulate the plot in three dimensions. Though it has
been shown that 3D scatter plots do not add any additional usefulness at separating
clusters over standard 2D scatter plots,137 these plots and static visualizations of them
are often used for analysis and publication in the field of microbial ecology. We expect
that both expert and non-expert audiences will perform well when viewing this visual
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Figure 4.4: Multidimensional visualizations. Panel one shows the 3D scatter plot,
panel 2; a 2D scatter plot, panel 3; parallel coordinates and the SPLOM in panel 4.
representation, and that it will not score better than the 2D scatter plot in expert
audiences. We have included with this visualization a note stating that “The above
plot is interactive. Click and drag to rotate the plot. Scroll up and down to zoom in
and out.” to control for the possibility that participants may not realize that they can
interact with the plot.
4.1.2.4.2 Scatter Plot Scatter plots80 are one of the oldest visualizations utilized
for mapping points to axes. In this experiment each axis represents a principal coordinate
and each sample is mapped into principal coordinate space. In our implementation we
include a drop down menu that allows the participant to re-map the axes to any of the
four available principal coordinates. The age and ubiquity of the scatter plot throughout
many fields indicates that most people understand them without assistance.
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4.1.2.4.3 Parallel Coordinates The principal coordinate view82 of this data sep-
arates each of the four principal coordinates as normalized vertical axes. Each sample
is represented by a line that crosses each axis at its principal coordinate value. In our
experiment we have also included an axis for metadata that maps each sample to the
selected metadata category. Parallel coordinate visualizations are relatively new in the
visualization world, and while they are easy to use for those familiar with them, they
are especially confusing to new users. Parallel coordinates visualizations are optimal for
visually identifying patterns across different axes. Because of the new and complicated
nature of this visualization, we expect that both expert and non-expert audiences will
perform poorly with this visual representation.
4.1.2.4.4 Scatter Plot Matrix A Scatter Plot Matrix (SPLOM)81 representation
of PCoA data creates a matrix of individual 2D scatter plots, mapping all possible
combinations of principal coordinates to the x and y axes of these scatter plots. The
SPLOM aims to take the well-known dual axis scatterplot to the next level by showing
all available axes simultaneously with coordinated brushing. This visualization type is
likely confusing to those outside of the visualization field as the singular scatterplot is
easily recognizable, and in this particular instance confounding. We expect that this
representation will perform moderately well in expert visualization audiences, but will
perform poorly in all other audiences.
4.1.3 Survey Framework Development
This experiment uses the same underlying data for each data type described above,
phylogenetic data (hierarchical), PCoA data (multidimensional), and abundance data
(two-dimensional). We used d3.js,122 Three.js121 and other Javascript libraries to cre-
ate multiple visual representations for each data type. Within this framework we have
embedded an online survey containing quantitative questions about the visual represen-
tations. In working with quantitative questions to which we have definite answer, we
can score the surveys and then stratify by different population demographics to learn
about which visualizations are most effective.
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Beta versions of the survey were tested on pilot groups consisting of users familiar
with microbial ecology, visualization and interface design.
4.1.4 Web-Based Survey Administration
For this experiment we decided on a web-based survey for a number of reasons; ease
of data collection and tabulation with no need for coding, ability to reach large numbers
of varied populations and interactivity of visualizations. Had we performed this survey
physically, we would have been limited to static visualizations and would have needed to
take answer codification into consideration. By utilizing an online system we have both
interactive visualization capabilities and no need for answer codification, making data
analysis much more accurate and efficient. Using an online survey with a customizable
URL allows us to survey a large number of people and to target specific populations.
While population targeting is also possible offline, it is much easier using online methods.
Drawbacks to this online survey approach include a lack of control in survey environment
as well as inaccurate self reporting.
Internet browsers are notoriously inconsistent in their adherence to web standards
of both javascript serving and css styling. These inconsistencies can have a great effect
on the participant’s presented visualization. Legends may be drawn offscreen, javascript
functionality for interaction may not perform as expected. To introduce some measure
of control into our experiment, we standardized the survey across multiple versions
of the four major browsers and additionally included special test questions aimed at
eliminating participants that are guessing randomly.
Our experiment took an estimated 30 minutes to complete. With such a long survey
time in addition to the complex nature of the questions there again are likely introduced
outside confounding variables that we could not measure. Participants could take the
survey in any environment with internet access, so they could be taking the survey in
a quiet space or in a loud distracting environment. We notified participants initially of
the time taken to complete the survey and anticipate that they set aside that time to
be undisturbed, but we could not control for that.
Computer-based surveys are performed often in HCI research and have a standard
method of administration. This method is not sufficient for our purposes as these ex-
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periments are typically performed in a controlled environment with the same machine,
operating system and browser, normally located in a lab environment with the investi-
gators present or nearby to ensure the security of the controlled environment. This type
of setup is insufficient for our needs because of our focus on different specific audiences.
4.1.4.1 Survey Environment Standardization
In order to best control the survey environment, we standardized the online system
on a variety of web browsers and operating systems. Through this standardization
we ensure that the majority of participants have a similar experience when taking the
survey. As the survey is almost entirely javascript based, we implemented a check which
notifies participants if they do not have javascript enabled. We also request that they
turn off ad-blockers as those will, in some cases, prevent the participant from scrolling to
complete all survey questions. The survey is responsive and works on mobile and tablet
devices, but this environment is less than optimal because of minimal screen realestate
and alternate methods of initiating interactive components.
The browser compatibility chart (Table 4.1) includes multiple versions of the four
major browsers; Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Internet Explorer. Most versions of the
browsers tested outside of Internet Explorer 7 and 8 provide an equivalent survey experi-
ence. Internet Explorer 9 and 10 do not support WebGL which prevents participants on
those browsers from taking the survey with the 3D scatter plot visualization. Differences
in browser adherence to standards and technology availability(JavaScript and WebGL)
make it impossible to have a perfect equivalence across all browsers, but, as shown in
Table 1, we have achieved a high standard of equivalence with few exceptions.
4.1.4.2 Survey Administration Logistics
There exist many online systems for survey administration, but most are geared to-
ward text-based surveys, or when they do support graphical representations, the graphics
are static. To avoid these limitations, we created a system that includes the interac-
tive visualizations and embeds the survey questions which are created and recorded on





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































pliant status, embedding and unique ID capabilities. SurveyMonkey also provides easily
accessible preliminary overviews of the collected data.
Each participant is assigned a unique ID upon submission of the consent form.
This ID is used to coordinate their survey responses across the three different data
types as well as the demographic survey. The unique ID is also logged along with the
ID of the visualization seen, time, date, browser and version, operating system and
source. The source ‘code’ is a unique identifier for a specific source that represents a
specific population target. As we encourage participants to share the survey to recruit
more participants, the source identifier may not always represent the participant being
surveyed. The system was designed in such a way that the participant can see the
visualization at all times while answering the survey questions. This required careful
programmatic determination of the size of viewport for the visualization and survey
questions based on the current participant browser viewport size.
To ensure that each visualization is seen a similar amount of times, we have also
coded logic within the system that systematically chooses a random visualization to
be shown based on probabilities calculated from the current visualization counts. This
results in an equal distribution for each visualization and alleviates issues that may arise
from participants using browsers that are not capable of showing the 3D scatter plot
visualization which is implemented in WebGL.
4.1.5 Web-Based Visualization Development
All of the visualizations included in our experiment were developed using web-based
technologies. This development choice has both advantages and disadvantages. Some
advantages include ease of interaction, which would be programmatically more difficult
with static visualizations, and near-impossible in the cases of the 3D scatter plot. These
visualizations are generated dynamically at the time of survey administration for each




It was necessary to standardize the visualizations in this experiment so as to not bias
the results. Many of the implemented visualizations are available online as examples in
the d3.js122 library, and as such come with built in functionality and interaction. For
this experiment we disabled various built in functions and interactions so that each
visualization is essentially equivalent.
4.1.5.1.1 Interaction Web-based visualizations like those implemented in this ex-
periment usually include some degree of interactivity. In this experiment some interac-
tion techniques were implemented for certain data types, but was kept to a minimum
so as to not bias the experiment. We are not in any way testing interactivity vs non-
interactivity in this particular experiment, and so only included very basic interactivity.
We included hover interaction in the abundance visualizations because of a large amount
of small pieces that are difficult to quantify at the scale provided. Each visualization in
the multidimensional data type group includes some level of interaction. All visualiza-
tions in the multidimensional group include a metadata toggle button that will change
the color encoding of the relevant visual entities based on supplied metadata.
4.1.5.1.2 Color Choice Abundance visualization colors were chosen using a javascript
library written to provide a discrete number of colors from a continuous spectrum. Phy-
logeny colors were the default from the base visualizations as for this particular datatype
we are not encoding any information in color. Multidimensional color encoding uses the
basic RGB primary colors.
4.1.6 Survey Question Selection
In order for this experiment’s results to be useful, we had to carefully choose and
refine our survey questions. Initially questions were derived from communicated results
from high-profile publications of microbial ecology data. These questions were then
made more generic to fit with the generic nature of the visualizations. This subset of
questions was then revised after consulting with domain experts. All survey questions
are listed in Appendix A.
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4.1.6.1 Domain-Relevant Questions
There are many relatively easy questions that can be asked about these visualizations
in general, but the aim in this experiment is to ask questions that parallel those that
researchers want audiences to be able to answer about their data.
4.1.6.2 Defined Domain-Specific Terms
During the survey revisions with domain experts it was noted that certain domain-
specific terms needed more explanation as they would likely not be understood by those
outside of the microbial ecology field. By including definitions with the survey we are
in some small part ensuring that the base level of knowledge is at least at the level
of description included with the definitions. Including definitions also helps to ensure
that our survey is testing solely the visualizations and not the participant’s previous
knowledge of the field. These terms are presented at the beginning of the survey in a
collapsable pane. In the discussion section (Section V) we propose methods in which
these definitions can be used in conjunction with A/B testing to elucidate more reliable
results about participants’ previous knowledge.
4.1.6.3 Exclusion Questions
Since the survey is being conducted online with no investigator direct contact, it
is difficult to ensure that all responses are from valid survey participants. In an effort
to minimize invalid results, we have included questions in the survey that are exclusion
questions, questions that are relatively easy but require the participant to answer cor-
rectly for their responses to be included in the final analysis.
4.1.7 Survey Population Selection
We performed a power analysis to determine how many participants are needed to
adequately prove or disprove our hypotheses. When performing a power analysis with
an effect size of 0.25, significance level of 0.5, power level of 0.9 and four groups (for
the four multidimensional visualizations), it was shown that we need 60 participants per
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visualization. For the abundance and phylogeny data types using the same parameters
but with three groups we need 70 participants per visualization. Maximizing the number
of participants across these power analyses shows that we need at least 240 participants.
The research population includes all adults above the age of 18 who are fluent english
speakers. In order to make the research generalizable and more useful to microbial
ecologists who want to share their data visually, we have divided the population into
three different specific groups. These divided populations include microbial ecology
domain experts, visualization domain experts, and the general public (non-experts in
both microbial ecology and visualization).
4.1.7.1 Public Survey Population
Communicating scientific results to the general public is important and scientists
are not always successful at this task73. Scientists’ careers are advanced primarily on
publication number, and as such scientists focus heavily on communicating their results
to other scientists, and leave the public communication aspect to reporters who are
not always as well versed in the science as is necessary to accurately describe scientific
results. Because of these shortcomings in scientific communication with the public, we
have focused on the general public population specifically in an effort to inform and
assist researchers in their communication.
4.1.7.1.1 Domain-Specific Interest Population Conducting surveys in the gen-
eral public can be difficult as typically only ten percent of those sent the survey respond.
Surveys that are long, difficult to understand and take a long time are less likely to be
completed. We hypothesize that surveying a population that is already interested in
the subject matter being studied by the survey helps to increase participation. We also
hypothesize that in addition to their higher likelihood of completing the survey, the
domain-specific interest population may already have some previous knowledge of the
domain which may result in better performance in the experiment.
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4.1.7.2 Expert Survey Populations
For our experiment we also targeted specific domain-expert populations to act as
extreme controls. Additionally both visualization and microbial ecology expert par-
ticipants also fall into the category of domain-specific interest populations as they are
interested in this type of research and are therefore more likely to complete the survey.
4.1.7.2.1 Microbial Ecology Expert Population We hypothesize that experts
in microbial ecology will perform best with visualizations that are most often used in
the field, the stacked bar chart, rectangular tree view, and 2D/3D scatter plots.
4.1.7.2.2 Visualization Expert Population We hypothesize that experts in vi-
sualization, though not necessarily well versed in microbial ecology, will perform better
on visualizations such as the parallel coordinates and SPLOM visualizations as these are
well known to visualization researchers but not to experts in other fields or the general
public.
4.1.7.3 Survey Administration
In order to further subdivide the participant population, the survey was broadcast
through different channels in an effort to reach many different parts of the population,
as well to directly target specific expert populations.
To target domain expert populations we advertised the survey on different mailing
lists. For the microbial ecology expert population we advertised on the Anschutz Medical
Campus Bioinformatics and Anschutz Medical Campus Microbiome Research in Progress
mailing lists. The survey was also posted on the principal investigator’s google plus and
twitter profiles, of which the followers are mainly science researchers. The survey was
also distributed via flyer at the Rocky Mountain Bioinformatics Conference 2014, as well
as presented via URL on a poster presented at the conference.
To target the visualization expert audience the survey was advertised on the Info-Vis
and IEEE-Vis mailing lists, as well as business card handouts and poster presentation
URL at the IEEE-Vis conference 2014.
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The survey was advertised on the principal investigator’s Facebook and Twitter
pages, on the http://reddit.com/r/samplesize page aimed at recruiting participants
for survey-based research, as well as on the Twitter page of a collaborating researcher
at the Denver Museum of Nature and Science. These different methods for recruitment
were aimed at the general public.
We recruited participants from many different sources and with a wide range of
background knowledge in an effort to cultivate a diverse population that we have char-
acterized based on the correlations between their demographics and survey responses.
4.2 Experimental Results
The survey we administered contained four parts, one survey for each of the three
different data types (Abundance, Phylogeny, and Multidimensional), and one demo-
graphic survey. In this section we report the results of our experiment through two
statistical figures; (a) frequency polygons displaying the distributions of scores on the
different data type surveys, and (b) bar charts displaying the results of linear models
that describe the contributions of different combinations of visualizations and metadata
to survey score and metadata descriptions. First we describe the distribution of collected
data and significant linear model results for each of the three data types. Finally we de-
scribe the population surveyed and report significant effects attributed to our collected
metadata.
Our initial power analysis indicated that we needed at least 240 participants, how-
ever, the effect size used in that power analysis was a medium effect size. The significant
results reported here have larger effect sizes and thus our final population size of 231 is
sufficient.
4.2.1 Data Collection and Presentation
In our experimental design we planned for certain questions to be used to exclude
participants who were not attempting to accurately answer the survey. After collecting
our data and consulting participants, we realized that these questions were more difficult
than intended and as such we have decided not to remove participants who incorrectly
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answered these questions. Less than 5% of participants on each of the three surveys got
these questions incorrect, and removal of their responses has no effect on the significant
findings reported here. For any one question, participants who answered either “The
diagram does not provide enough information”, “I can’t answer this question because
I do not understand the diagram” or “I can’t answer this question because I do not
understand the question” had no effect on the significant results reported here. Raw,
per-question percentages are reported in Figure 4.5. The abundance data type survey
has the lowest percentage of these responses across all questions and data types. The
“I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram” is the most
common non-answer response for the phylogeny data type survey, which coincides with
the fact that 40.20% of participants reported that they had not seen the phylogeny
data-type visualization previously. The “I can’t answer this question because I do not
understand the diagram” non-answer response was given significantly more often when
participants viewed the sunburst visualization. The multidimensional data type survey
has the most even distribution of the three different non-answer responses. Within the
participants who answered “The diagram does not provide enough information”, they
gave this answer equally across the 2D scatter plot, scatter plot matrix and parallel
coordinates visualizations, but gave this answer significantly less when seeing the 3D
scatter plot.
Our overall analytical goal was to test our varied hypotheses on the effect of visu-
alization on understanding of microbial ecology data. Our many different hypothesized
factors and normally distributed underlying scores make our use of a linear model ap-
propriate. In this section we use two different figure types to assist in explaining our
collected results and statistical findings.
4.2.1.1 Frequency Polygons
The frequency polygon plots in this section display the frequency of scores for certain
experimental conditions, which are derived from a combination of data types, visualiza-
tion subpopulations and metadata categories. The y-axis of each frequency polygon plot
represents the normalized score frequency. The x-axis represents each possible survey

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sible correct answers is derived from our original survey questions for each data type,
described in Subsection 4.1.6. Numbers in parentheses after each value in the legend
indicate the total number of participants in each group.
4.2.1.2 Linear Models
We fit our linear models using the lm function in R. We report the results of our
linear models as bar charts with error bars and significance labels. Each bar of the
chart encodes the estimated effect that the particular factor value has on score when
compared to the factors describing the intercept population. For each linear model, the
intercept represents the subpopulation of participants who fall into one specific group
described by a combination of values from each factor considered in the linear model.
These factor groups include the visualization types and metadata categories. The y-
axis represents the linear model estimated difference between each factor value and the
intercept, which is shown as the dotted horizontal line at zero. The significance labels
are a series of asterisks, with one asterisk indicating p-value between 0.01 and 0.05,
two asterisks indicating p-value between 0.001 and 0.01 and three asterisks representing
p-value between 0 and 0.001. All linear model bar charts included in this section have
the same scale to aid in visual comparison.
4.2.2 Overall Frequency of Survey Scores
In Figure 4.6 we display the frequency polygons for the survey scores of the three
different data types. The phylogeny data type has the most even distribution in terms
of low and high scores, with the abundance data type distribution most skewed toward
high scores, and multidimensional data type slightly skewed toward high scores. The
most frequent scores across all data types are scores 5 and 6. The abundance data type
distribution contains no zero scores nor perfect scores. The multidimensional data type
distribution has only one zero score and no perfect scores. The phylogeny data type’s
more even distribution has both zero and perfect scores, as well as peaks at the 1 and
5-6 scores.
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Figure 4.6: Overall score distribution across data types as frequency polygons. The
abundance data type has the most normally distributed scores with the majority of
participants scoring 6 questions correct out of 8. The phylogeny and multidimensional
data types have more flat distributions with a larger number of participants with low
scores.
4.2.3 Abundance Data Type Results
Within the abundance data type we were unable to detect any significant differences
between metadata populations or visualizations. We hypothesize that this result is due
to the relatively simple nature of both the underlying data and visualizations utilized.
Figure 4.7 shows the frequency polygons for the abundance data type across the three
abundance visualizations. The similarity of these score distributions indicates that the
visualization used does not have an apparent effect on survey score.




















Stacked Bar Chart (82)
Area Chart (73)
Donut Chart (76)
Figure 4.7: Abundance score distribution across visualization types. The distributions
are statistically indistinguishable.
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Table 4.2: Table of most significant factors in tested linear models with the phylogeny
data type. The most significant factor is shown in bold. Abbreviations are used in
the table for increased readability, and full terms are as follows; ME Exp: Microbial
Ecology Experience, DV Exp: Data Visualization Experience, Def : survey-specific
definition, Seen: seen visualization previously and Vis Type: visualization type.
Factors R2 Significant Factor Value P-value
ME Exp, DV Exp, Def, Seen, Vis Type 0.3786 Vis Type: Rectangular 5.4e-13
Vis Type 0.3608 Vis Type: Rectangular 2.0e-16
Definition, Seen, Vis Type 0.3778 Vis Type: Rectangular 1.8e-15
Definition, Seen 0.1504 Have Seen 7.1e-10
Seen 0.1539 Seen: Yes 3.8e-10
Seen in Sunburst Subpopulation 0.0619 Seen: Yes 1.7e-02
ME Exp in Sunburst Subpopulation 0.0670 ME Exp: Expert 8.9e-03
4.2.4 Phylogeny Data Type Results
4.2.4.1 Results Overview
The visualizations for the phylogeny data type, described in Section 4.1.2.3, include
the sunburst, rectangular and polar tree views, show significant differences in average
score between the visualization types as well as participant experience with the visualiza-
tion type used. Participants who used the sunburst visualization performed significantly
worse than participants who used either the rectangular or polar tree view visualizations.
There are also effects attributed to previous experience with the visualization used and
effects attributed to microbial ecology experience. In this subsection we describe both
the frequency polygons for the underlying experimental condition distributions as well
as the linear models that provide significance for the findings specific to the phylogeny
data type. A summary of our phylogeny data type linear models and each model’s most
significant factor value are available in Table 4.2.
4.2.4.2 Linear Model with Significant Metadata Results
In a linear model including all significant metadata, the most significant factors con-
tributing to participant score on the phylogeny survey are visualization type, followed
by participant experience with the visualization shown. A visual representation of this
linear model is present in Figure 4.8. The intercept for this linear model represents the
subpopulation that has no microbial ecology experience, no data visualization experi-
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ence, has not seen the visualization before, does not know the survey-specific definition












































































































Figure 4.8: Phylogeny score overall linear model representation. Significant factors
in this linear model include whether or not a participant has seen their visualization
previously (p = 0.0300), rectangular tree view (p = <2e-16) and polar tree view (p =
<2e-16).
The most significant difference is between participants who used the sunburst vi-
sualization. These participant’s scores were 0.30 worse than participants who used the
rectangular tree view (p = 1.05e-14), and 0.28 worse than participants who used the
polar tree view (p = 5.40e-13).
This linear model including significant metadata and visualization types describes
38% of the variation in the phylogeny survey score.
4.2.4.3 Visualization Specific Linear Model
In a linear model considering only the three tree view visualizations, the sunburst
visualization performed significantly worse than the rectangular view (p = <2e-16) and
polar view (p = <2e-16). The intercept in this linear model represents the subpopulation
who used the sunburst visualization, which performs the worst of the group. There are
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(a) Phylogeny score overall distribution across
visualization types. The sunburst visualiza-
tion score distribution is skewed toward lower
scores. The rectangular and polar visualization
score distributions are skewed toward higher


























(b) Phylogeny score across visualization types
linear model representation. Both the rectan-
gular (p = <2e-16) and polar (p = <2e-16) tree
views perform statistically better than the sun-
burst view.
Figure 4.9: Distribution and linear model of scores across phylogeny visualizations.
no significant differences between the rectangular and polar views in our data. Frequency
polygons of the underlying distributions across visualization types are shown in Figure
4.9a and a representation of this linear model are shown in Figure 4.9b. This model
accounts for 36% of the variance in average score on the phylogeny survey.
4.2.4.4 Survey-Specific Experience Questions Results
With a linear model considering only the metadata collected from the survey specific
questions (“Do you know what a phylogeny is?”, “Have you seen this type of visualization
before?”) within the phylogeny data type, only the answer to “Have you seen this type
of visualization before?” affects the participant’s average score on the phylogeny survey.
Participants who had seen their particular visualization before performed, on average,
0.21 better than a participant who had not seen their visualization previously (p =
7.1e-10). A representation of this linear model is present in Figure 4.10.
When only considering effects on participant performance based on the “Have you
seen this type of visualization before?” responses, participants who had seen their vi-
sualization before performed 0.21 better than participants who had not seen their visu-
alization before (p = 3.84e-10). This linear model accounts for 15% of the variance in
participant performance on the phylogeny survey.
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We also considered a linear model that compared the “Have you seen this type of vi-
sualization before?” question with each of the different visualizations. In the participant
population who used the sunburst tree view there were significant differences between
participants who had seen the sunburst before and those who had not. Participants
who had sunburst tree view experience performed 0.14 better than those who had not
(p = 0.0171). Frequency polygons of the underlying distribution of this experimental
condition are available in Figure 4.11. This difference accounts for 6% of the variance
in average score on the phylogeny data type within participants who saw the sunburst
visualization. There were no significant differences in populations who had seen their vi-
sualization before and those who had not when segregated by the other two visualization
types.
When considering the entire population of participants, we found no significant
difference in participant performance when separated by microbial ecology experience.
There is, however, a significant difference in the subpopulation who saw the sunburst
visualization when separated by microbial ecology experience. Participants who saw the
sunburst visualization and reported that they are experts in microbial ecology performed,
on average, 0.20 worse than participants who saw the sunburst visualization and reported
that they had no microbial ecology experience (p = 0.00897). Frequency polygons and




































Figure 4.10: Phylogeny score across survey-specific metadata questions linear model.
Participants who had seen their particular visualization before performed better than
participants who had not seen their visualization previously (p = 7.1e-10).
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(b) of Figure 4.12, respectively. This linear model accounts for 6% of the variance in
average score of participants who saw the sunburst tree view. There were no significant
differences in the populations who saw the other two visualizations when separated by
microbial ecology experience.
4.2.4.5 Data Visualization Experience Results
We found no significant differences in the whole population, nor visualization-
separated populations, when considering participant reported data visualization experi-
ence.
4.2.5 Multidimensional Data Type Results
4.2.5.1 Results Overview
The visualizations for the multidimensional data type, described in Section 4.1.2.4,
include the 3D scatter plot, 2D scatter plot, parallel coordinates, and scatter plot ma-
trix, and exhibit the largest number of significant differences between metadata popu-
lations and visualizations. Participants who used the parallel coordinates visualization
performed significantly worse than participants who used any other multidimensional
visualization. There are also effects attributed to previous experience with the visu-
alization used in the entire population as well as in the 2D scatter plot and SPLOM
























Figure 4.11: Phylogeny score distribution by seen sunburst previously. The distribu-
tion of scores of participants who have seen the sunburst previously is skewed toward
higher scores though it also exhibits a peak at the 1 score.
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(a) Phylogeny score distribution across micro-
bial ecology experience within sunburst sub-
population. The distribution of scores of par-
ticipants who reported that they have expert
experience contains more lower scores than par-
ticipants who reported that they had some or

































(b) Phylogeny score across microbial ecology
experience in sunburst subpopulation linear
model. Participants who saw the sunburst vi-
sualization and reported that they had expert
microbial ecology experience performed signif-
icantly worse (p = 0.00897) than participants
who reported that they had no microbial ecol-
ogy experience. Note that the y-axis for this
plot is shifted downward by 0.2.
Figure 4.12: Distributions and linear model of phylogeny scores across varying microbial
ecology experience in sunburst subpopulation.
subpopulations. We also report effects attributed to microbial ecology experience that
are significant in our total population as well as in the parallel coordinates and 3D scat-
ter plot subpopulations. Finally we report the significant effects of data visualization
experience which are present in both the total population and 2D scatter plot subpop-
ulation. A summary of our multidimensional data type linear models and each model’s
most significant factor value are available in Table 4.3.
4.2.5.2 Linear Model with Significant Metadata Results
In a linear model including all significant metadata, the most significant factors
contributing to participant scores on the multidimensional survey are data visualization
experience and visualization type. The intercept for this linear model represents the sub-
population who has no microbial ecology experience, no data visualization experience,
has not seen the visualization before, does not know the survey-specific definition and
used the parallel coordinates visualization. In our experiment when a participant used
the parallel coordinates visualization their average score was lower than when they used
any other multidimensional visualization. This linear model is represented in Figure
4.13.
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Table 4.3: Table of most significant factors in tested linear models with the multi-
dimensional data type. The most significant factor is shown in bold. Abbreviations
are used in the table for increased readability, and full terms are as follows; ME Exp:
Microbial Ecology Experience, DV Exp: Data Visualization Experience, Def : survey-
specific definition, Seen: seen visualization previously and Vis Type: visualization type.
Factors R2 Significant Factor Value P-value
ME Exp, DV Exp, Def, Seen, Vis Type 0.1472 Vis Type: 2D Scatter 1.6e-03
Vis Type 0.0620 Vis Type: 2D Scatter 2.8e-04
Def, Seen 0.0840 Seen: Yes 2.0e-04
Seen 0.0735 Seen: Yes 1.8e-05
Seen in 2D Scatter Subpopulation 0.0788 Seen: Yes 1.5e-02
Seen in SPLOM Subpopulation 0.0927 Seen: Yes 2.7e-02
ME Exp, Vis Type 0.1162 Vis Type: 2D Scatter 2.3e-04
ME Exp in PC subpopulation 0.1162 ME Exp: Expert 6.4e-03
ME Exp in 3D Scatter Subpopulation 0.1813 ME Exp: Some 4.8e-04
DV Exp, Vis Type 0.1178 DV Exp: Some 7.4e-05
DV Exp in 2D Scatter Subpopulation 0.1365 DV Exp: Some 1.8e-03
The most significant difference was between participants who used the SPLOM
visualization, where their average score is 0.10 higher than those who used the parallel
coordinates visualization (p = 0.00166).
Significant findings include differences between populations who used the 2D scatter
plot and 3D scatter plot as well populations with differing data visualization experience.
The average score of participants who used the 2D scatter plot visualization was 0.08
higher than the average score of participants who used the parallel coordinates visual-
ization (p = 0.01522). Participants who used the 3D scatter plot visualization scored, on
average, 0.08 higher than participants who used the parallel coordinates visualization (p
= 0.01043). Participants who reported that they had some data visualization experience
performed, on average, .07 better than participants who reported that they had no data
visualization experience.
These differences in both metadata populations and data visualization describe 15%
of the variation in average score within the multidimensional data type.
4.2.5.3 Visualization Specific Linear Model Results
When looking at differences in the populations specific to the four different multi-
dimensional data type visualizations there are various significant results. Again in this
model the parallel coordinate visualization performs poorly in comparison to all other

















































































































Figure 4.13: Multidimensional score linear model representation. Participants with
some data visualization experience performed significantly better (p = 0.04458) than
participants with no data visualization experience. Participants who used the 2D scatter
plot, SPLOM or 3D scatter plot all performed significantly better (p = 0.01522, p =
0.00166, p = 0.01043) than participants who used the parallel coordinates visualization.
linear model are shown in Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.14b, respectively. These differ-
ences in populations of participants who used different visualizations explains 6% of the
variation in average score on the multidimensional datatype survey.
Participants who used the SPLOM visualization performed, on average, 0.12 better
than participants who used the parallel coordinates visualization (p = 0.000278). Par-
ticipants in the 3D scatter plot population scored 0.11 better than participants in the
parallel coordinates population (p = 0.000584). Those who used the 2D scatter plot also
performed better than those who used the parallel coordinates visualization, on average
their scores were 0.08 higher (p = 0.008983).
There were no detectable significant differences in the populations who used the 2D
scatter, 3D scatter and SPLOM visualizations.
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2d Scatter Plot (62)
Scatter Plot Matrix (43)
3d Scatter Plot (60)
(a) Multidimensional score distribution across
visualization types. The parallel coordinates
score distribution has a higher frequency of low
scores than any of the other three multidimen-






























(b) Multidimensional score across visualization
types linear model representation. Participants
who used the 2D scatter plot, SPLOM or 3D
scatter plot all performed significantly better (p
= 0.008983, p = 0.000278, p = 0.000584) than
participants who used the parallel coordinates
visualization.
Figure 4.14: Distribution and linear model of scores across multidimensional visualizations.
4.2.5.4 Survey-Specific Experience Questions Results
When considering the population separated by the survey specific metadata (“Do
you know what a principal coordinate is?”, “Have you seen this visualization before?”),
having seen the visualization previously is a significant factor affecting the score on
the multidimensional survey, with participants who had seen the visualization before
performing 0.10 better than participants who had not seen the visualization before (p =
0.000202). The intercept of this linear model represents the subpopulation who has not
seen the visualization before and does not know the survey-specific definition. A visual
representation of this linear model is shown in Figure 4.15a. When considering only the
question “Have you seen this visualization before?”, in the entire population, having seen
the visualization previously indicates that the participants performed, on average, 0.11
better than participants who had not seen the visualization before. Frequency polygons
of this distribution are shown in Figure 4.15b This linear model accounts for 7% of the
variance in performance on the multidimensional survey.
With populations separated by which visualization they had seen, there are signif-
icant differences between participants who had seen the visualization before and those
who had not in the 2D scatter plot (Figure 4.16a) and scatter plot matrix (Figure 4.16b)

























(a) Multidimensional score across survey-
specific metadata questions linear model repre-
sentation. Participants who had seen the visu-
alization before performed significantly better
(p = 0.000202) than participants who had not.
























(b) Multidimensional score distribution across
previous experience with visualization. The
distribution of scores of participants who had
not seen the visualization previously has a
higher frequency of low scores than the distri-
bution of participants who had seen the visual-
ization before.
Figure 4.15: Survey-specific questions linear model and distribution within multidimensional
data type.
before performed, on average, 0.13 better than participants who had not seen this visu-
alization previously (p = 0.0154). Participants who had seen the SPLOM visualization
previously performed 0.12 better than participants who had not seen the SPLOM visu-
alization before (p = 0.0266). There were no differences between participants who had
seen the parallel coordinates visualization before and those who had not, nor were there
any differences between participants who had seen the 3D scatter plot previously and
those who had not.
4.2.5.5 Microbial Ecology Experience Results
Utilizing a linear model that takes into account reported microbial ecology experi-
ence as well as visualization type, both microbial ecology experience and visualization
type are significant. The intercept for this linear model represents the subpopulation
of participants who has no microbial ecology experience and used the parallel coor-
dinates visualization. A visual representation of this linear model is shown in Figure
4.17. Participants with some microbial ecology experience and participants with expert
microbial ecology experience performed better than those with no microbial ecology
experience, with expert experience participants performing 0.11 better than no experi-
ence (p = 0.000692), and some experience performing 0.09 better than participants with
no experience (p = 0.001195). Participants who used the 2D scatter plot, 3D scatter
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(a) Multidimensional score distribution across
previous experience with visualization in 2D
scatter plot subpopulation. The distribution of
scores of participants who had seen the 2D scat-
ter plot before has a higher frequency of high
scores than the distribution of participants who
had not seen the 2D scatter plot previously.

























(b) Multidimensional score distribution across
previous experience with visualization in
SPLOM subpopulation. Though the distri-
bution of participants who had not seen the
SPLOM visualization previously is multimodal
with spikes at both high and low scores, the
distribution of participants who had seen the
SPLOM visualization previously has a higher
frequency of high scores.




































































Figure 4.17: Multidimensional score linear model across microbial ecology experience within
different visualization types. Participants with some microbial ecology experience and partic-
ipants with expert microbial ecology experience performed significantly better (p = 0.000692,
p = 0.001195) than those with no microbial ecology experience. Participants who used the 2D
scatter plot, SPLOM or 3D scatter plot all performed significantly better (p = 0.001531, p =
0.000227, p = 0.000454) than participants who saw the parallel coordinates visualization.
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plot and SPLOM performed better than participants who used the parallel coordinates
visualization.
Differences in score across different levels of reported microbial ecology experience
are also present among the distributions of scores of the subpopulations who used the
parallel coordinates visualization and the 3D scatter plot visualization. These distribu-
tions are shown in Figure 4.18a and Figure 4.18a, respectively. Participants who used
the parallel coordinates plot and reported that they were experts in microbial ecology
performed 0.18 better than participants who reported that they had no microbial ecology
experience (p = 0.00642). This linear model is represented in Figure 4.18c. Participants
who used the 3D scatter plot visualization and reported that they had some or expert
microbial ecology experience performed 0.15 (p = 0.000484) and 0.14 (p = 0.007714) bet-
ter than those who reported that they had no microbial ecology experience, respectively.
This linear model is represented in Figure 4.18d. The differences in the populations of
participants who used the 3D scatter plot and microbial ecology experience account for
18% of the variation in score on the multidimensional survey.
4.2.5.6 Data Visualization Experience Results
Within the multidimensional data type, if we consider only the participants’ data
visualization experience in concert with the different visualizations, data visualization
experience becomes a significant factor in score on the multidimensional survey. Both
some and expert levels of data visualization experience are significant, with the four
different multidimensional visualizations also proving significant. Participants who re-
ported that they had some data visualization experience and expert data visualization
experience performed 0.13 (p = 7.37e-05) and 0.10 (p = 0.008096) better than partici-
pants who reported that they had no data visualization experience, respectively. These
differences between levels of data visualization experience are also present in the subpop-
ulation of participants who used the 2D scatter plot, where participants who reported
that they had some data visualization experience performed 0.19 (p = 0.00181) better,
and those who reported that they had expert data visualization experience performed
0.20 (p = 0.00408) better than those who reported that they had no data visualization
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(a) Multidimensional score distribution across
microbial ecology experience in parallel coor-
dinates subpopulation. The distribution of
scores of participants who reported that they
were experts in microbial ecology has a higher
frequency of high scores than participants who
reported that they had no microbial ecology
experience.
























(b) Multidimensional score distribution across
microbial ecology experience in 3D scatter plot
subpopulation. The distributions of scores of
participants who reported that they had some
or expert microbial ecology experience and
used the 3D scatter plot visualization have a
higher frequency of high scores than partici-























(c) Microbial ecology experience in parallel co-
ordinates subpopulation linear model repre-
sentation. Participants who used the paral-
lel coordinates visualization and reported that
they were experts in microbial ecology per-
formed significantly better (p = 0.00642) than
























(d) Microbial ecology experience in 3D scat-
ter plot subpopulation linear model represen-
tation. Participants who used the 3D scatter
plot visualization and reported that they had
some or expert microbial ecology experience
performed significantly better (p = 0.000484,
p = 0.007714) than those who reported that
they had no microbial ecology experience.


































































*** ** ** *** ***
Figure 4.19: Multidimensional score linear model across data visualization experience and
different visualization types. Participants with some and expert data visualization experience
performed significantly better (p = 7.37e-05, p = 0.008096) than those with no data visualization
experience. Participants who used the 2D scatter plot, SPLOM or 3D scatter plot all performed
significantly better (p = 0.006628, p = 0.000495, p = 0.000908) than participants who used the
parallel coordinates visualization.
experience. A visual representation of this linear model is shown in Figure 4.19.
4.2.6 Metadata Results
Demographic survey metadata includes age, sex, colorblindness, level of education,
experience with microbial ecology and experience with data visualization. The data type
survey-specific questions are of the form “Do you know what [data type relevant domain
term] is?” and “Have you seen this type of visualization before?”. These eight different
terms are referred to as metadata categories in the context of our experiment. Our data
includes all 231 completed surveys. Demographic survey questions are optional and as
such, some of the metadata analyses have differing numbers of participants.
4.2.6.1 Age
The age range of participants in our experiment spans from 18 years of age to 100
years of age, with the majority of participants falling within the 20 to 40 year range (n =
163). Four participants who completed all surveys declined to provide their age. Within
our dataset we were unable to detect any significant differences in survey performance




























Figure 4.20: Distribution of age of participants.
holds when ages are binned by decade as well as when binned into 18-30 (n = 172),
50-70 (n = 46), and 70+(n = 9) bins (Figure 4.20). There is no significant difference in
scores across different age groups.
4.2.6.2 Sex
Our dataset includes 99 female participants and 130 male participants, with one
participant declining to provide their sex. Within our dataset there were no significant
differences in survey performance based on sex.
4.2.6.3 Colorblind
The data that we collected includes 7 colorblind participants and 223 non colorblind
participants, with one participant declining to provide their colorblind status. There
were no detected significant differences between the colorblind and non-colorblind pop-
ulations. This may be due to the small number of colorblind participants.
4.2.6.4 Education
On the demographic survey we collected education status through 12 different levels,





































































































Figure 4.21: Distribution of education of participants. The population surveyed in this
experiment is skewed towards participants with a high level of education.
options include: “No schooling complete” (n = 1),“Trade/technical/vocational training”
(n = 2), “High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent (for example: GED)” (n =
2), “Some high school, no diploma” (n = 1), “Some college credit, no degree” (n = 13),
“Associate degree” (n = 1), “Bachelor‘s degree” (n = 48), “Professional degree” (n = 5),
“Master‘s degree”(n = 58) and“Doctorate degree”(n = 100). One participant declined to
provide their educational level. There were no detectable significant differences between
the different educational levels across all data types.
4.2.6.5 Microbial Ecology Experience
The different levels of microbial ecology experience collected include “None” (n =
88), “Some” (n = 103) and “Expert” (n = 40). In the multidimensional data type
we detected significant differences in the performance of these different populations,
we describe these findings in Subsection 4.2.5. Neither of the other two data types
showed significant differences in performance between these populations. There were no
participants that stated that they were experts in microbial ecology who did not know
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the data type specific domain term definition.
4.2.6.6 Data Visualization Experience
The different levels of microbial ecology experience collected include “None” (n =
33), “Some” (n = 149) and “Expert” (n = 49). We detected an overall significant differ-
ence between these populations in the multidimensional data type. These findings are
described in Subsection 4.2.5. There were 17 participants who stated that they were ex-
perts in data visualization yet had not seen one or more of the visualizations that they
were presented with. Seven of these participants stated that they had no experience
with the field of microbial ecology.
4.2.6.7 Domain-specific Definitions
For the abundance data type there were 211 participants who reported that they
knew the definition of a taxon and 20 who reported that they did not. For the phy-
logeny data type there were 210 participants who stated that they knew the definition
of a phylogeny and 21 who reported that they did not. For the multidimensional data
type, there were 177 participants who reported that they knew what a principal coor-
dinate was, and 54 who reported that they did not. There were significant differences
between the average scores of participants who reported that they knew the definition
of a principal coordinate on the multidimensional survey and those who reported that
they did not. There were no other significant differences between populations for the
other two data types. This result could possibly be attributed to the fact that there are
definitions of the data type specific domain term at the beginning of the survey.
4.2.6.8 Previous Experience with Visualization
Participants with previous experience with the visualization perform better than
those who did not have previous experience in both the phylogeny and multidimensional
data types. These data type specific results are described in Subsections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5,
respectively. For the abundance data type 179 participants who reported that they had
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seen their specific visualization previously, and 52 who reported that they had not. For
the phylogeny data type there were 148 participants who stated that they had seen the
visualization before and 83 who stated that they had not. For the multidimensional data
type there were 157 participants who reported that they had seen the visualization before
and 74 who reported that they had not. The phylogeny data type has the highest number
of participants who had not seen their presented visualization previously, followed by
the multidimensional data type.
4.2.6.9 Metadata Used in Data Type Specific Linear Models
As there were no differences in the overall population for the age, sex, colorblind
and education metadata categories, we did not include these in our data type specific
linear models.
4.3 Discussion of Results
Our experiment produced many significant findings, some of which are aligned with
our initial hypotheses. Our main experimental hypothesis states that: Useful and in-
formative visualizations for scientific communication of microbial ecology data can be
determined experimentally. Our significant findings support this hypothesis, and the ex-
periment we have described in Section 4.1 provides a framework for conducting similar
experiments with different types of underlying data and visual representations.
One of our sub-hypotheses states that: People who are familiar with the field of
microbial ecology perform better with certain visualizations as they are accustomed to
seeing microbial ecology in certain formats that are standard in the field. We confirmed
this hypothesis in the multidimensional data type, both overall and specifically with the
parallel coordinates and 3D scatter plot subpopulations.
Another of our sub-hypotheses states that: Participants who are familiar with the
field of data visualization perform better with certain visualizations as they are likely to
be more familiar with less common visualizations. This hypothesis is confirmed in the
multidimensional data type overall and in the 2D scatter plot subpopulation.
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Additionally we hypothesize that: Participants with previous experience with the
visualization shown perform better than those who do not have previous experience. We
confirmed this hypothesis in both the phylogeny and multidimensional data types.
Initially we hypothesized that: Participants with a higher level of education perform
better with certain visualizations than those with a lower level of education. Unfortu-
nately with our skewed population and small number of participants with a lower level
of education, we are unable to test this hypothesis. The nature of our surveyed popu-
lation suggests that the effects here only be considered applicable to a highly educated
population with the described characteristics.
We also hypothesized that there would be differences in average scores between a
‘public’ and ‘scientific’ audience, but the skewed nature of our population makes this
hypothesis untestable with our data.
4.3.1 Abundance Data Type Effects
Visualization choice in the abundance data type has no apparent effect on microbial
ecology understanding. We initially hypothesized that the differences in visualization
choice for this data type would be minimal, but they are non-existent in our data.
Both the underlying data and the visual representations for this data type are relatively
simple, resulting in equivalent score distributions across the different data visualizations,
shown in Figure 4.7.
4.3.2 Phylogeny Data Type Effects
Within the phylogeny data type, visualization has the largest effect on participant
score. In our experiment participants who took the survey while seeing the sunburst
visualization performed more poorly than participants who saw the rectangular or polar
tree views (Figure 4.9). This leads us to recommend that researchers displaying microbial
ecology phylogenetic data utilize the rectangular and polar tree views as a best first step
to making their data more understandable to various audiences.
The linear model that took into account microbial ecology experience, data visu-
alization experience, the survey-specific questions and data visualizations also showed
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that when a participant has seen the visualization before, it has a slight effect on survey
performance (Figure 4.8). This model, however, accounts for 36% of the variation in
score on the phylogeny data type survey, suggesting that there are other factors that
were not measured in our experiment that have a large effect on score.
In our linear model that considered only the survey-specific questions (Figure 4.10),
only “Have you seen this visualization before?” had a significant effect on participant
score. This result suggests that there is some effect of previous experience present.
This effect is especially apparent within the subpopulation of participants who saw the
sunburst visualization (Figure 4.11). This leads us to suggest that researchers who would
like to use the sunburst visualization for this type of data should provide an explicit
description of the data encoding to ensure that participants more easily understand the
diagram.
With a linear model considering the differences between levels of microbial ecology
experience within the subpopulation of participants who saw the sunburst population
(Figure 4.12), we discovered that participants who reported that they have expert level
microbial ecology experience performed significantly worse than participants who had
no microbial ecology experience. This, in conjunction with the higher scores when
participants had seen their visualization previously, suggests that participants who are
familiar with microbial ecology are accustomed to seeing this type of data in a certain
way.
4.3.3 Multidimensional Data Type Effects
In the multidimensional data type, visualization type is again the most significant
factor on participant performance. Additionally, expert experience with data visualiza-
tion also has a significant effect on participant score within the multidimensional data
type. In our experiment the parallel coordinates visualization of multidimensional data
performed significantly worse than the other three visualization types, leading us to
suggest that it not be used for this type of microbial ecology data.
Using a linear model that considered only the visualization type effects on participant
score in the multidimensional data type, we have shown that the parallel coordinates
visualization performs the most poorly in our surveyed population. The scatter plot
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matrix (SPLOM) visualization performs the best out of the visualization types, but
its error bars overlap with, and underlying distribution of scores are indistinguishable
from, the 2D and 3D scatter plots’ error bars (Figure 4.14b) and distributions (Figure
4.14a). We suggest that researchers displaying this type of data do not use the parallel
coordinates visualization and instead choose one of the three scatter plot visualizations.
One caveat to consider is that the SPLOM visualization quickly becomes overwhelming
when adding new axes above four or five, though with this type of principal coordinate
analysis on microbial ecology data, the first three axes describe the majority of diversity
between samples.
With a linear model considering only the survey-specific question effects on par-
ticipant score within the multidimensional data type (Figure 4.15), we show that par-
ticipants who had seen their visualization previously perform significantly better than
participants who had not seen their visualization previously. This again suggests that a
previous experience effect is in play. This effect is significant in both the 2D scatter plot
(Figure 4.16a) and SPLOM (Figure 4.16b) subpopulations. 20% of participants who saw
the 2D scatter plot reported that they had not seen the 2D scatter plot visualization
previously. Considering the highly educated nature of our population and the relative
ubiquity of 2D scatter plots, we suspect that simply asking participants if they have
seen this type of visualization previously may not be adequate for assessing participant
experience with visualization.
In our linear model that includes microbial ecology experience and the four different
multidimensional data types (Figure 4.17), all included values are significant. Both some
and expert level reported microbial ecology experience have a positive significant effect
on participant score. These microbial ecology experience effects are also present in the
parallel coordinates and 3D scatter plot subpopulations (Figure 4.18). We suspect that
this effect is specific to these two populations as these two visualizations are commonly
used in current microbial ecology analysis.23
Unlike the other two data types, there are significant effects related to data visualiza-
tion experience within the multidimensional data type. Both some and expert level data
visualization experience within the multidimensional data type have significant effects
on participant score over no data visualization experience (Figure 4.19). This effect is
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also seen within the 2D scatter plot subpopulation, which is surprising as the 2D scatter
plot is the most simple visual representation within the multidimensional data type.
4.3.4 Metadata Effects
We collected metadata about each participant that we hypothesized may have an
effect on a participant’s performance. This metadata was collected through the demo-
graphic survey and two data type specific questions at the beginning of each individual
data type survey. Significant effects corresponding to collected metadata include the
microbial ecology experience, data visualization experience and survey-specific question
categories. No other collected metadata categories had a significant effect on partici-
pant score within our data. This is counterintuitive in the age and education metadata
categories, which we initially hypothesized may have an effect on performance. Though
we have a large spread for age range 18 to 100. We expected that there would be some
generational technology literacy effect, we were not able to detect one. This is possibly
related to the fact that our population is skewed in terms of education level, where we
again found no significant effects. We hypothesize that the nature of our recruitment
outlets as well as the difficult subject matter of the survey resulted in our highly skewed
population.
4.4 Discussion of Experiment
The experimental design and experimental results described here draw on published
research to create and perform a visualization literacy experiment focusing on microbial
ecology data. Our overall hypothesis for this section states that useful and informative
visualizations for scientific communication of microbial ecology data can be determined
experimentally. In this chapter we have described and performed such an experiment,
and presented the results. Our successful experiment and significant findings confirm
our hypothesis.
Initially we intended for our experiment to be run in populations that could be sep-
arated into scientific and public audiences, but the complicated nature of the subject
matter and questions resulted in ion skewed towards those with a higher level of edu-
cation. This is a problem for our experiment as we have not collected a representative
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sample of the population, but we have found significant results within the population
that we surveyed.
Our significant experimental results in terms of effective visualizations are not gener-
alizable to data types other than that of microbial ecology, but the experimental design
described in this chapter can be used for any data type and any visualization.
Another caveat to the experimental results presented here is that the experiment that
we performed was web-based and not laboratory controlled. Participants took the survey
on whichever hardware, operating system and browser they chose, though we attempted
to control for browser differences as best we could. This could introduce confounding
factors that we could not measure or control for. An experiment performed with our
experimental design but in a more controlled laboratory environment could possibly
produce different significant effects. We additionally elected to implement interactive
visualizations rather than static visualizations, and it is possible that some participants
had trouble with the nature of the interaction if they used a mobile device (n = 3) or
simply did not realize that the visualizations were interactive. In order to attempt to
control for this problem we added notes to the survey that let the participant know
which visualizations were interactive and how to interact with them.
Our experimental design describes the use of certain exclusion questions that are
intended to be easily and used to exclude participants who are answering randomly to
finish the survey. The questions that we chose as exclusion questions were ultimately to
difficult for this task, and were essentially equivalent to the other analytical questions.
Because of this, we decided not to exclude participants who answered this questions
wrong, and have no way of excluding participants who may have not answered questions
to the best of their ability. As there is no real incentive to finish the surveys described
as part of our experiment other than the advancement of scientific research, we do not




This dissertation is organized around two main goals, advancing the state of scientific
analysis through visualization, and elevating scientific communication by using appro-
priate visualizations. The microbial ecology visualization-based data analysis tools Top-
iaryExplorer and EMPeror are presented and described in this dissertation. We describe
the design methodology and features of these tools and explore the many capabilities of
these tools through case studies of real analysis workflows.
The experimental design described in this dissertation was utilized to run a microbial
ecology data visualization experiment. Our experiment showed that visualization choice
is the most important factor when considering a participant’s ability to accurately answer
questions about microbial ecology data. The results of this experiment showed that there
are significant effects that can be attributed to previous experience with visualization,
and microbial ecology experience.
Though the experiment described here can only be generalized to microbial ecology
data within the specific population that we have described, the experimental design
here can be easily adapted to other research domains and target populations. Performing
further research studies on other scientific fields of research could help elucidate patterns
of effective visualizations across different data types and in different populations.
5.1 The Value of Visualization
It can be difficult to impart the value of visualization as a method for both com-
munication and analysis to those outside of the visualization field. This challenge exists
among researchers in the field of visualization and is even more evident in a bioinfor-
matics field where not everyone agrees on the value of visualization.12
5.1.1 The Value of Visualization in Bioinformatics
From my own experience as a software developer in a bioinformatics lab I can attest
that it can be difficult to convince colleagues with a biological sciences background both
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of the value and the difficulty of creating useful and effective visualizations. Visualiza-
tions are seen as necessary parts of scientific publications, but do not always receive
the appropriate amount of time and effort when compared to other aspects of scientific
publication. Convincing researchers of the value of visualization is an important goal
for me personally, as is effectively communicating scientific results which we believe can
be greatly enhanced by the use of well thought-out informative data visualization.
We designed and ran the data visualization experiment described in this dissertation
in an effort to advance these two fields. Experiments such as the data visualization
experiment in that they present concrete statistical evidence of the value of visualization
for complex biological datasets.
5.1.2 Interactive Visualization for Scientific Data Analysis
Informative visualization is integral to understanding scientific data for research138,
but also for public outreach. There is a current trend of public distrust of science and
technology13, and there is a unique opportunity to help combat that distrust by making
science accessible and understandable to the general public, while also making results
more understandable for scientific researchers. By tailoring visualizations of complicated
scientific data for particular audiences, as identified by the experimental design presented
here, we can help bring scientific findings to the world.
Scientific research can be separated into two main themes; exploring and explain-
ing.139 Scientists explore a field of interest, make and test hypotheses, and then explain
their findings. Visualization can be used to make both parts of this scientific process eas-
ier and more effective. Visualization is especially useful for large and complex datasets
for which it is unclear at the beginning of an investigation what questions should be
asked. The analysis cannot be completely automated in these cases and visualization
can be useful to get first insights. We have designed this dissertation to support both
of these tasks of scientific research, by providing tools to support scientific analysis and
an experiment that determines how to most effectively convey scientific findings. The
tools that we have described in this dissertation also answer the call for user-centered
designed software for scientific analysis of big data.73 Visualization is often used for the
explanation of scientific results, but the rational behind which visualizations scientists
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use can often be insufficient. The experiment and its results described in this disserta-
tion give both a way of assessing the efficacy of visualizations for certain types of data
as well as statistical results for the efficacy of certain visualizations for the microbial
ecology data type.
An additional problem lies in the fact that visualizations that are used as published
figures in scientific journals are often modified and hand-curated after their export from
the visualization-generating tool. This can sometimes result in misleading and unre-
producible visualizations. Tools that can provide a provenance for the analysis that
generated a specific visualization are important and provide more concrete evidence for
the results and conclusions that are explained via visualization. Such a tool that shows
the analysis pipeline step by step in a reproducible way helps to bridge the gap between
using visualization as exploration and using visualization for explanation.
As the functionality of web-based visualization quickly outpaces static visualizations,
scientific journals are now allowing for interactive visualization for online publications. A
web-based interactive visualization used in concert with directed automated exploration
allows the consumers of publications to both understand the analysts’ process as well
as draw their own conclusions from their own exploration. This is important and useful
for advancing the field of scientific communication through visualization.
The ability to create more sophisticated visualizations also brings to the forefront
the issue of visualization authoring. Though we may be able to use experiments such as
the one described in this dissertation to determine which already created visualizations
are most effective at conveying scientific results, we have not yet touched the problem
stemming from the fact that visualization authorship itself is a complicated process.
5.2 Future Directions
The field of visualization itself is a fast growing and ever changing field, and the use
of visualization in the biological sciences for both analysis and communication provides
many unique opportunities for advancement. Though we have achieved much in this
dissertation, there are still interesting further directions that are out of scope for this
dissertation.
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5.2.1 Continued Tool Development
Both TopiaryExplorer and EMPeror are tools for the fast-evolving microbial ecology
data analysis field, and need continued development to meet the ever changing needs of
this field of study.
It would be beneficial to perform structured evaluations of both tools to statistically
assert their utility. It would also be interesting to implement some of the visualizations
that performed well in the data visualization experiment into these tools. TopiaryEx-
plorer already implements both the rectangular and polar tree views, which perform
better than the sunburst visualization which is not implemented. EMPeror implements
the 3D and parallel coordinates views, and it may be beneficial to add the SPLOM view
which performed well in our experiment.
EMPeror is already a web-based tool which makes its installation and use fast and
convenient. TopiaryExplorer is currently implemented as a Java Web-Start application
and its installation proves difficult on some architectures. Re-implementing TopiaryEx-
plorer as a web-based tool would be useful for both users and developers of the software.
TopiaryExplorer and EMPeror are both user-centered designed tools where a key
requirement is that they are able to handle the large nature of microbial ecology data.
Unfortunately there are hardware and software limitations that prevent both tools from
being able to analyze entire unfiltered uncollapsed microbial ecology datasets. Both
tools implement efficient strategies for making analysis easier and more intuitive. There
are further optimization strategies for the implemented algorithms that could be utilized
to make TopiaryExplorer and EMPeror even more robust.
5.2.2 Continued Visualization Experiments
We intentionally designed our data visualization experiment and survey system in
such a way that it is extensible to all data types and web-based visualizations.
We approached the Denver Museum of Nature and Science (DMNS) and discussed
the possibility of using the experimental design described here for a visualization ex-
periment that would be conducted on the DMNS premises. This experiment would
use different underlying data and visualizations. By performing the experiment at the
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DMNS premises the experimental environment would be more controlled and could pos-
sibly reach a larger and more diverse audience than the experiment described in this
dissertation.
In the experiment described in this dissertation the defined domain-specific terms are
presented at the beginning of the survey in a collapsable pane. We propose an additional
experiment in which these definitions can be used in conjunction with A/B testing, where
different participants would see different forms of the interface, to elucidate more reliable
results about participants’ previous knowledge.
5.3 Available Open-Source Software
TopiaryExplorer and a wiki explaining its installation and use are available at
https://github.com/qiime/Topiary-Explorer. EMPeror and its related install doc-
uments and guide are available at https://github.com/biocore/emperor. MultiVis
code and simple quickstart are available at https://github.com/meganap/multivis.
An ipython notebook containing all code used to create the figures in the experimen-
tal results section of this dissertation are available at http://nbviewer.ipython.org/
gist/meganap/5105b5c023b44331e29e. Additional code is available upon request.
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This appendix describes various materials generated by the experimental design
described in Section 4.1 and used to conduct the experiment whose results are reported
in section 4.2.
A.1 Visualization Codes
• Abundance -> 0#
– (0)0 = normalized stacked
– (0)1 = area
– (0)2 = donut
• Phylogeny -> 1#
– (1)0 = sunburst
– (1)1 = rectangular
– (1)2 = radial
• Multidimensional -> 2#
– (2)0 = parallel
– (2)1 = scatter plot
– (2)2 = scatter plot matrix
– (2)3 = 3D
A.2 Domain-specific Definitions
Domain-specific terms defined at the beginning of the survey. The defined term is
shown in bold. Defined terms are as follows:
• General Definitions
– A sample refers to one physical sample that was taken from an individual.
A sample contains a unique community of microbes.
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– An individual refers to a human or animal from which one or multiple
samples were taken.
• Abundance Definitions
– A taxon is group or category of living organisms linked by common ancestry.
– Diversity reflects the number of distinct organisms in a sample, as well as
how equally abundant those organisms are. A highly diverse sample will be
one with many organisms, no single one of which dominates in abundance.
– Two groups are similar if they are similar in both abundance and type of
present organisms.
• Phylogeny Definitions
– A phylogeny is an inferred evolutionary relationship between organisms.
– A phylogenetic tree is a visual representation of the inferred evolutionary
relationships between organisms.
– Branch length is a representation of evolutionary time. Long branch length
between organisms means that there has been a long time since those organ-
isms diverged from a common ancestor. As an example, humans have a more
recent common ancestor with a chimp than with a dog, and so the human
and the dog would be separated by more branch length on a phylogenetic
tree.
– Closely related in terms of phylogeny means that organisms are closer to
each other in evolutionary time.
– Depth refers to the amount of evolutionary history represented by an ances-
tor (taxon) and all its descendants. A taxon that is deep has many changes
through evolutionary time.
• Principal Coordinates Analysis Definitions
– A principal coordinate is a numerical representation that describes the
similarity of samples. It is often mapped to an axis in a visual representation.
The first principle coordinate describes the most difference between samples.
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– Spread in principal coordinate space refers to the closeness of samples. Sam-
ples that have more spread are farther away from each other in space.
– If two samples are closer to each other in space then their communities are
closely related/similar.
A.3 Survey Questions and Answers
The questions and answers here were generated by the experimental design described
in Section 4.1 and used to conduct the experiment whose results are reported in section
4.2. The correct answer is shown in bold.
A.3.1 Abundance Survey Questions and Answers
1. Have you seen this type of visualization before?
• Yes
• No
2. Do you know what a taxon is?
• Yes
• No
3. Is sample 1 more diverse than sample 52?
• Sample 1 is more diverse than sample 5
• Sample 1 is less diverse than sample 5
• Sample 1 and sample 5 are the same in terms of diversity
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
4. Does sample 1 have more cyanobacteria Bacterodetes than sample 2?
• Sample 1 has more Cyanobacteria than sample 2
• Sample 1 has less Cyanobacteria than sample 2
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• Sample 1 and sample 2 have the same amount of Cyanobacteria
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
5. How many taxa are present in sample 31?
• Sample 3 contains 1 taxon
• Sample 3 contains 5 taxa
• Sample 3 contains 100 taxa
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
6. Does sample 1 have more taxa than sample 54?
• Sample 1 has more taxa than sample 5
• Sample 1 has less taxa than sample 5
• Sample 1 and sample 5 have the same number of taxa
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question




• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
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8. Which of the following samples has equal abundance of all taxa it includes state-
ments are true?
• Sample 2 and sample 5 are most similar in their diversity of taxa
• Sample 5 and sample 6 are most similar in their diversity of taxa
• Sample 2 and sample 4 are most similar in their diversity of taxa
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question




• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question




• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
A.4 Phylogeny Survey Questions and Answers




2. Do you know what a phylogeny is?
• Yes
• No
3. Would you say that taxon 1 and taxon 2 are more closely related than taxon 2
and taxon 3 taxon 1 and taxon more closely related than taxon 1 and taxon ?
• Yes, taxon 1 and taxon 2 are more closely related than taxon 2 and taxon 3
• No, taxon 1 and taxon 2 are not more closely related than taxon 2
and taxon 3
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question




• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question




• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
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• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question




• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question




• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
9. Of all present taxa, is taxon 1 the most similar to taxon 2?
• Yes, taxon 1 is the most similar to taxon 2
• No, taxon 1 is not the most similar to taxon 2
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
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• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
10. Are taxa 3 and 4 more similar than any other pair of taxa?
• Yes, taxa 3 and 4 are more similar than any other pair of taxa
• No, taxa 3 and 4 are not more similar than any other pair of taxa
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
A.5 Multidimensional Survey Questions and Answers
1. Have you seen this type of visualization before?
• Yes
• No
2. Do you know what a principal coordinate (PC) is?
• Yes
• No




• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
4. Based on environment, hHow many distinct groupings do you see in this visual-
ization? (Use the Color by toggle buttons at the top of the plot to switch between





• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
5. Based on individuals, how many distinct groupings do you see in this visualization?





• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question







• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
7. Which individual’s has the most different samples have the most spread?
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• Individual 1’s samples have the most spread
• Individual 2’s samples have the most spread
• Individual 3’s samples have the most spread
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
8. Are individual 1 and individual 2 more closely related than individual 2 and indi-
vidual 3?
• Yes, individual 1 and individual 2 are more closely related than individual 2
and individual 3
• No, individual 1 and individual 2 are not more closely related than
individual 2 and individual 3
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question






• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
10. Is there a difference between samples taken from the skin and samples taken from
the keyboard along axis 1? (Use the Color by toggle buttons at the top of the plot
to switch to environmental coloring)
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• Yes, there is a difference between samples taken from the skin and samples
taken from the keyboard along axis 1
• No, there is not a difference between samples taken from the skin
and samples taken from the keyboard along axis 1
• The diagram does not provide enough information to answer this question
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the diagram
• I can’t answer this question because I do not understand the question
A.6 Demographic Survey Questions
1. What is your age?
2. What is your sex?
• Male
• Female
• Prefer not to answer
3. What is your highest completed level of education?
• No schooling completed
• Some high school, no diploma
• High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent (for example: GED)











5. Do you have any experience in the field of microbial ecology?
• I am not at all familiar with microbial ecology
• I am somewhat familiar with microbial ecology
• I am an expert in microbial ecology
6. Do you have any experience in the field of visualization?
• I am not at all familiar with data visualization
• I am somewhat familiar with data visualization
• I am an expert in data visualization
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